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FEBRUARY 27 – MARCH 2, 2014
Washington State Fair and Events Center

110 Ninth Avenue SW, Puyallup, WA 98371

February 27 – March 2, 2014  For more information or to register: 866-554-8559 or www.sewexpo.com

Ticket Ordering Information
  Use the registration form on the next page, download additional forms from 

www.sewexpo.com, or register online. Photocopied forms are also acceptable.

  General admission ticket is required to attend the Expo each day ($10 through 
attached registration form or $12 at the door). Children 10 and under are free. 
Tickets may be purchased at select fabric stores (see list at www.sewexpo.com).

  Include two alternate seminar choices for each day. Every attempt will be 
made to accommodate your � rst choice(s).

  No refunds will be made for lost, forgotten, unused or stolen tickets. A $2 
fee will be charged per seminar for ticket replacement.

  It may take up to three weeks to process your tickets.

ADA Information
  Persons with disabilities who need assistance should call WSU’s Conference 

Management at 253-445-4629 as soon as possible. Requests must be made 
at least two weeks prior to show.

Hotel Information
For information on area hotels, call the Puyallup Chamber of Commerce: 
253-845-6755, or the Tacoma Visitor and Convention Bureau: 253-627-2836. For a 
listing of local hotels visit www.sewexpo.com, or traveltacoma.com.

RV Parking
RV parking is available at the Washington State Fairgrounds. Call 253-845-1771 
for more information.

Ticket Outlets
Admission tickets may be purchased at the following fabric stores. For the 
most up-to-late list of stores, visit www.sewexpo.com.

Calico Country (Lynden WA)
Fabric Etc. (Bellingham WA)
Fabric Depot (Portland OR)
Karen’s Quilt Shop (Sequim WA)
Montavilla Sewing Centers (OR)
Quilters Junction (Centralia WA)
Quiltworks Northwest (Bellevue WA)
Rochelle’s Fine Fabrics (Port 

Orchard WA)

Sewing Machine Service Co/
Bernina of Renton (Renton WA)

South Sound Sewing & Vacuum 
(Olympia WA)

The Quilt Barn (Puyallup WA)
Hancock Fabrics (selected 

locations)
Paci� c Fabrics
Quality Sewing 

Personal Information
Orders mailed separately cannot be coordinated. 

Please print clearly.

Name:
 LAST FIRST MI

Address:

City:

State/Province: ZIP:

New Address?  Yes  No New E-mail?  Yes  No

Day time/Cell Phone:

E-mail:

ADA accommodations required?    

If yes, please explain:

Payment Information
Credit/Debit Card (preferred)

 Visa    Mastercard   Debit

Card Number:

Exp. Date: / Security Code:

Name on card:

 Check #                               $                                        

  Make checks payable to Washington State University

PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH

N
am

e:

Expo

Registration

Mail this form to:

Sewing & Stitchery Expo
PO Box 11243

Tacoma, WA 98411-0243
All orders add $4.00 handling. NOTE: Orders postmarked 

after February 14, 2014 will be returned.

In my wildest imagination, I would never have guessed in 1984 
that the Sewing and Stitchery Expo would evolve into one of 
the greatest sewing shows ever. Now thirty years later, thanks 
to the enthusiasm and generosity of our vendors, speakers, 
volunteers, and sponsors, we remain the once-a-year opportunity 
for sewing and needlework enthusiasts to share their creativity 
with the best in the industry. Although many who come still 
cannot pronounce “Puyallup” (PEW-all-up), they know it is the 
place to be the last weekend of February.

So this—our thirtieth year—will be another great experience 
for all of you to see the latest ideas, the best speakers, the newest 
products, and share the love of sewing with your friends. And we 
have a great line-up of special events for you to take part in including 
the American Patchwork and Quilting One Million Pillowcase 
Challenge, sponsored by Better Homes and Gardens and their 
a�  liates. There will be a booth in the Showplex Building where 
all materials and equipment will be provided for you to make a 
pillowcase for Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital. We also hope you 
will bring your newly made pillowcases as in previous years as well.

Friday Night Live, sponsored by Baby Lock, will bring back one 
of our most popular speakers ever, Nancy Cornwell, the “Polar 
Fleece Princess”. Nancy is a well-known Northwest sewing icon, 
author of six books, fabric designer, and teacher. She says she is 
sewing more sequins these days than � eece, so it will be great 

fun to see what is up her sleeve now as she entertains us. Nancy 
will bring her talents and humor to the stage Friday night and 
Baby Lock will again make the evening worthwhile for all to 
see. This show will sell out early, so register soon.

For all you quilters, we have the world renowned quilter Tula 
Pink as our headliner for Quilters Night Out on Saturday, 
sponsored by Bernina, Quiltworks Northwest and Bernina of 
Renton. Tula is known for her “out-of-the-box” quilting style, 
quilting patterns and contemporary quilting techniques. On 
Saturday evening, Tula will share her world of quilting on 
stage. Whether you are an inspiring fabric designer, beginning 
or experienced quilter, or just a quilting lover, this is a seminar 
you will not want to miss.

Both Nancy Cornwell and Tula Pink will be teaching Two Needle 
classes. Nancy is scheduled to teach Saturday and Sunday, “6-in-1 
Chenille Crusher Hat and Scarf“. On Sunday morning, Tula will 
teach a two “Form Function & Imagination”. These seminars 
have limited seating, so get your tickets early.

Nancy Zieman will be back for our celebration and she will 
be teaching and debut her latest book, “Seams Unlikely”, an 
inspiring autobiography. Hear the story of her life growing up in 
Wisconsin. Nancy will share the details of her battle with Bell’s 
palsy, how her love of sewing began, and her unlikely TV journey.

There are a host of new speakers and your favorites including 
Carol Steinbrecher, Joe Vecchiarelli, LoriAnne Reeves, 
Nannette Holmberg, Lorraine Henry, Jan Bones, Pati 
Palmer, Eleanor Burns and Katrina Walker. See Threads 
Magazine stars such as Linda Lee, Louise Cutting and Connie 
Crawford. New style shows will grace our scene including 
Folkwear, LoriAnne Reeves, and Linda McGhee. You will be 
amazed at the new vendors that are bringing some fabulous 
� nds to the Expo as well.

The Expo promises to have the latest the sewing industry has to 
o� er, so bring your friends and share the good time together. If 
you are a newcomer, we send an extra special welcome to you. To 
keep updated please visit our website www.sewexpo.com and 
Facebook. Sign up on our website to receive our online newsletter, 
see speaker bios, vendor lists, hotel information, and more.

Come and celebrate thirty years 
with us, we don’t want to do it 
without you!

Joanne Ross, Director
Sewing & Stitchery Expo

Conference Management
2606 West Pioneer
Puyallup, WA 98371-4998

www.sewexpo.com



From the loud and chaotic world of the 

music industry to the serene and comforting 

world of quilting Tula Pink’s journey has been 

anything but a straight line. Take a peek 

behind the curtain of Tula Pink’s imaginary 

universe full of color, critters (not the real 

kind), fabric, design, sewing, quilting and 

much much more. “If I can’t get a chuckle 

out of something, I’m not that interested” 

says Tula. Come join us for the full sensory 

Tula Pink experience! Learn more about 

Tula by visiting her website: tulapink.com!

2014 Pillowcase Patrol
As a part of the 1 Million Pillowcase Project, 

the Sewing & Stitchery Expo will be a 

collection point (all four days) for handmade 

pillowcases. Go to your stash—use your 

imagination—sew, embroider, CREATE 

cheerful pillowcases for the children who 

are undergoing treatment at Mary Bridge 

Children’s Hospital. Look for more information 

on our website, www.sewexpo.com.

Where were you November 3 and 4, 1984? At the very � rst Sewing & Stitchery Expo? Thirty years 

later, see how many of Nancy’s Expo � ashbacks you remember. Ever wonder how the sewing 

“celebrities” got their start? Where their ideas came from or how those ideas turned into companies, 

books, and television programs? What happens behind the scenes of those television sewing 

shows? How did puppets start Nancy’s sewing career? And who is Shirley?

Nancy can’t speak without teaching, so of course there’ll be � eece tips and tidbits sprinkled 

throughout the evening.  She’ll share some of her favorite techniques that (amazingly) are not 

“for � eece only”. After a full day of Expo shopping and seminars, sit back, rest your feet, and join 

Nancy for a fun-� lled evening of memories.

A big thank you to Baby Lock for sponsoring this event.

American Patchwork & Quilting® 

is excited to announce that the 

1 Million Pillowcase Challenge 

will be a part of the Sewing & 

Stitchery Expo in 2014! Join the 

editors and staff members of 

American Patchwork & Quilting 

magazine to make a pillowcase and 

make a di� erence for the children being treated at Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital. Everything 

needed to make the pillowcases will be available for FREE!  Stop by the Showplex and use your 

sewing skills to help a good cause. Can’t stay to make a pillowcase? Drop o�  your completed 

pillowcases to add to the total!

American Patchwork & Quilting magazine is challenging quilters, crafters, and sewers across 

the country to make a di� erence as part of the One Million Pillowcase Challenge. The 

challenge encourages sewing enthusiasts to help the magazine reach the goal of making 

and donating one million pillowcases to local charities. To � nd out how you can help, visit 

www.AllPeopleQuilt.com/millionpillowcases.

Friday Night

Live!
After six years of retirement, we lured 

her back to Expo! Join Nancy Cornwell 

as she travels down memory lane 

reminiscing about the “good old days”, 

wandering the many paths that led her 

to become the “Polar Princess”.

FRIDAY, 6:30 PM
$25.00

Quilters Night

Out
Who is Tula Pink? Known for her “out of the 

box” quilting style, Tula is a dynamic young 

designer who is lots of fun!

SATURDAY, 6:30 PM
$25.00

Sponsored by
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OFFICE USE ONLY:

One Needle Seminars (Daily Admission Ticket Required)

DO NOT WRITE IN SHADED BOXES. Please indicate your seminar choices below using 
the ID NUMBERS provided in the seminar descriptions, indicating your preferred 
time. Please list a minimum of TWO (2) alternate choices.

TIME THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
8:30 am

9:30 am

10:30 am

11:30 am

12:30 pm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:30 pm

ALT. #1

ALT. #2

#  SEMINARS × $5 EACH = $

Two Needle Seminars (Daily Admission Ticket Required)

TIME THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
8:30 am

10:30 am

12:30 pm

2:30 pm

ALT. #1

#  SEMINARS × $20 EACH = $

My class may be changed or rearranged to accommodate my � rst choices:

 No  Yes, with the following restrictions: _________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Three Needle Seminars (Daily Admission Ticket Required)

TIME THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
8:00 am

11:00 am

2:00 pm

ALT. #1

#  SEMINARS × $30 EACH = $

Four Needle Seminars (Wednesday & Sunday)

TIME WEDNESDAY SUNDAY NO ADMISSION 
TICKET NEEDED

 (WEDNESDAY ONLY)
8:00 am

1:00 pm

#  SEMINARS × $50 EACH = $

General Daily Admission
GOOD FOR ONE (1) DAY ONLY:

EXHIBITS, STYLE SHOWS, AND DEMO AREAS

#  ADMISSION TICKETS × $10 EACH = $

One Needle Seminars  × $ 5

Two Needle Seminars  × $20

Three Needle Seminars  × $30

Four Needle Seminars  × $50

Friday Night Live  × $25 $

Quilter’s Night Out!  × $25 $

Processing & Handling $ + 4.00

Amount Due (Grand Total of Lines Above) $

Payment by: Credit Card
Check

Expo

Registration
Seminar Pricing
One Needle $5 45 minutes

Two Needle $20 1 ½ hours

Three Needle $30 2 ½ hours

Four Needle $50 4 hours

For more information or to register: 866-554-8559 or www.sewexpo.com 41
 facebook.com/sewexpo  pinterest.com/sewexpo  twitter.com/sewstitchexpo

The Sewing & Stitchery Expo is held annually at the Washington State 
Fair and Events Center in Puyallup, Washington. The fairgrounds are 
located approximately 37 miles south of Seattle (29 miles south of the 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport) and ten miles east of Tacoma.
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Thursday
Brother 1500D Sewing and Large 
Frame Embroidery Machine

Donated by Quality Sewing & Brother International
Approximate prize value $3999

Friday
Pfa� Performance 5.0

Donated by Quality Sewing & Pfa� Sewing Machines
Approximate value of prize $2999

Viking Topaz 30 
Donated by Quality Sewing & Viking Husqvarna Sewing Machines

Approximate value of prize $3499

Saturday
Bernina 560E Sewing Machine 
with Embroidery

Donated by Bernina of America/Puget Sound Dealers
Approximate value of prize $4599

Juki MO-51E Serger
Donated by Juki America

Approximate value of prize $489

Sunday
Baby Lock Evolution Serger

Donated by Baby Lock & the Puget Sound Baby Lock Retailers
Approximate value of prize $3,999

2014 Door

Prizes

 facebook.com/sewexpo  pinterest.com/sewexpo  twitter.com/sewstitchexpo
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Dates & Times
February 27 – March 1 . . . . . . . . . . .8:00 am – 6:00 pm
March 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8:00 am – 4:00 pm
Three & Four Needle Sessions begin . . . . . . . 8:00 am
One & Two Needle Sessions begin . . . . . . . . . 8:30 am
Vendor Areas open . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:30 am

Expo Photography 
& Social Media Policy
When you buy a ticket to attend Sew Expo, you may be photographed by the 
show management while shopping, attending classes or special events. These 
photos may be used in future advertising or promotion of Sew Expo.

In order to promote and encourage social media marketing—we are instituting an 
“Open Photo Policy”. Please take pictures at the show. We want you to post those 
pictures via Facebook, Pinterest or your favorite sewing blogs. Help spread the word 
about Sew Expo. However, every vendor and teacher may choose to not allow pictures 
in their booth or class. Please respect their wishes.
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One Needle

Sessions THURSDAY / SATURDAY
ROOM A ROOM B ROOM C ROOM D ROOM E ROOM G ROOM H ROOM L THEATER FREE STAGE

8:30  
to

9:15
No Style Show

1025 Solving the Mystery 
of Pattern Sizing!

Diane Ericson

1085 All About Lettering, 
Monograms & Fonts

Lisa Shaw

1093 Buttons, Embellishments, 
& Closures with Resin & Fabric

Fran Valera

1089 Alterations for Ready to Wear

Carol Steinbrecher

1086 Bali Just Not Batiks

Dianne Springer

1030 365 Notions

Geri Grasvik

1052 All Out Embroidery!

Cindy Losekamp
No Class

The Mix & Match Modern/
Vintage Wardrobe

Laura Nash

8:30
to

9:15

9:30  
to

10:15

Vogue & Butterick's Creative Closet

Marcy & Katherine Tilton

1001 Bias Pants

Marta Alto

1012 Picture Your Fit

Karen Campbell

1014 Bag A Jacket

Julie Collana

1059 They All Start With 
Strips & Use Scraps

Marti Michell

1019 Machine Appliqué & Quilting

Michele Crawford

1006 Discharge Dyeing

Dana Bontrager

1028 Couching Basics & Beyond

Lucy Garvin

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney 

What's Wrong With My Sewing Table?

Ed Moore 

9:30
to

10:15

10:30  
to

11:15

Distinctive Styles & Delightful Details

Louise Cutting & Linda Lee

1067 Fit & Sew Knits

Pati Palmer

1056 Using Thread for 
Embellishment 

Linda McGehee

1064 Panties!

Monica O'Rouke Bravo

1011 Tools for Sewing:  
Help Not Hype

Steve Butler

1008 The Art of Design Placement 

Bobbi Bullard

1078 Quick Gifts From 
Your Scrap Stash

Cindy Rowell

1002 Sewing Circles

Susan Beck

1098 Piecing for Successful Quilting

Mech Watne

Making Memories with Fabric

Stephanie Kleinman
THURSDAY ONLY 10:30

to
11:15ASG Style Show

Jean Archer
SATURDAY ONLY

11:30
to

12:15

Fashion Trends for 2014 for Vogue, 
McCalls, Butterick & Kwik Sew

Pati Palmer, Marta Alto  
& Nancy Seifert

1035 Princess Seams

Lorraine Henry

1076 Raw Edge Quilting 
for Non-Quilters

Susan Purdy

1038 Embellish & 
Design With Texture

Nannette Holmberg

1050 The Versatile Twin Set

Pamela Leggett

1071 Lil Bit of Lace

Vaune Pierce

1024 Facelift for Your 
Dining Room Chairs

Karen Erickson

1103 Seams Unlikely

Nancy Zieman
THURSDAY ONLY 1098 Quilt Piecing for 

Successful Quilting

Mech Watne

Sew Many Options for Travel

Marsha McClintock

11:30
to

12:151045 Smartphone Photo Projects

Stephanie Kleinman
SATURDAY ONLY

12:30
to

1:15

1082 Fabric Tantrums

Peggy Sagers 
THURSDAY ONLY 1042 Think Outside  

the Pattern

Judy Kessinger

1079 The Sheath Dress 

Kathy Ruddy

1046 Pleather: Yes Please!

Cheryl Kuczek

1048 DIY Pants Fitting

Linda Lee

1034 Grab n’ Go

Lois Hallock

1060 Notions for Cutting 
Edge Garment Sewing

Sandy Miller

1016 Be Your Own Designer

Barbara Crawford

1102 Intro to Chinese Knots

Dini Yan

Tips on Buying a New Sewing 
or Embroidery Machine

Carmen LaPonte

12:30
to

1:154-H Best In Show

Laura Mendoza
SATURDAY ONLY

1:30
to

2:15

Designs by LoriAnne

LoriAnne Reeves
THURSDAY ONLY 1023 Stitch, Tangle & Bling!

Pam Damour

1027 Got Stability?

Lee Fletcher

1058 Getting Comfortable 
with Soft Cuddle Fabrics

Sheila McKay

1017 Interfacing for Fashion Sewing

Connie Crawford

1041 Please Don’t Eat the Daisies

Debbie Kemp

1066 Machine Embroidery 
on Sweaters

Pattie Otto

1010 The ‘Strip’tease Show

Eleanor Burns

1020 Intro to Counted Cross Stitch

Michele Crawford

ezUP Tables

Robert Cannell

1:30
to

2:15Spring Forward with Simplicity

Deborah Kreiling
SATURDAY ONLY

2:30
to

3:15

Folkwear: Unique  
Patterns with Timelss Style

Kate Matthews
THURSDAY ONLY 1073 The Tee Shirt Dress

Cecelia Podolak

1032 Perfect Mixed Media

Kira Greenhaigh

1054 Inspired by NY 

Marsha McClintock 

1039 Learn to Sew With Your Feet

Debra Justice

1021 Industry Insider 

Louise Cutting

1081 Leather is For Every Body

Peggy Sagers

1104 Quilt With Carefree Cuves

Nancy Zieman
THURSDAY ONLY 1097 Embroidery & 

Embellishments for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

Thread Fun & Facts

Suzy Seed

2:30
to

3:15Two Chics n’ Stitches

Linda McGhee & Judy Kessinger
SATURDAY ONLY

1096 Beautiful by Design

Katrina Walker
SATURDAY ONLY

3:30
to

4:15
No Style Show

1087 Make It-Sell It-Pro�t!

Connie Spurlock

1003 Anatomy of Darts

Jan Bones 

1095 Fitting A Dress Form

Joe Vecchiarelli

1005 Couture Finishing Techniques

Lorene Bonewitz

1070 You Can Quilt!

Sandi Pickering

1075 New Ideas for Using 
Specialty Threads

Bob Purcell

1029 English Paper Piecing

Nancy Goldsworthy

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney

Sleepover Party for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

3:30
to

4:15

4:30
to

5:15
No Style Show

1033 Create Your  
Perfect Quilting Space

Lois Hallock

1069 Appliqué the Minky© Way

Je� Pellister

1062 Savvy Accessorizing 

Nancy Nix-Rice

1077 Organization for the 
Creative & Right Brained

LoriAnne Reeves

1099 Going Around in Circles

Linda Winner

1091 Travel Handmade

Annie Unrein

1061 Clever Techniques 
for Vintage Sewists

Laura Nash

1020 Intro to Counted Cross Stitch

Michele Crawford

Simply Our Best

Peggy Sagers

4:30
to

5:15
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for Non-Quilters

Susan Purdy

1038 Embellish & 
Design With Texture

Nannette Holmberg

1050 The Versatile Twin Set

Pamela Leggett

1071 Lil Bit of Lace

Vaune Pierce

1024 Facelift for Your 
Dining Room Chairs

Karen Erickson

1103 Seams Unlikely

Nancy Zieman
THURSDAY ONLY 1098 Quilt Piecing for 

Successful Quilting

Mech Watne

Sew Many Options for Travel

Marsha McClintock

11:30
to

12:151045 Smartphone Photo Projects

Stephanie Kleinman
SATURDAY ONLY

12:30
to

1:15

1082 Fabric Tantrums

Peggy Sagers 
THURSDAY ONLY 1042 Think Outside  

the Pattern

Judy Kessinger

1079 The Sheath Dress 

Kathy Ruddy

1046 Pleather: Yes Please!

Cheryl Kuczek

1048 DIY Pants Fitting

Linda Lee

1034 Grab n’ Go

Lois Hallock

1060 Notions for Cutting 
Edge Garment Sewing

Sandy Miller

1016 Be Your Own Designer

Barbara Crawford

1102 Intro to Chinese Knots

Dini Yan

Tips on Buying a New Sewing 
or Embroidery Machine

Carmen LaPonte

12:30
to

1:154-H Best In Show

Laura Mendoza
SATURDAY ONLY

1:30
to

2:15

Designs by LoriAnne

LoriAnne Reeves
THURSDAY ONLY 1023 Stitch, Tangle & Bling!

Pam Damour

1027 Got Stability?

Lee Fletcher

1058 Getting Comfortable 
with Soft Cuddle Fabrics

Sheila McKay

1017 Interfacing for Fashion Sewing

Connie Crawford

1041 Please Don’t Eat the Daisies

Debbie Kemp

1066 Machine Embroidery 
on Sweaters

Pattie Otto

1010 The ‘Strip’tease Show

Eleanor Burns

1020 Intro to Counted Cross Stitch

Michele Crawford

ezUP Tables

Robert Cannell

1:30
to

2:15Spring Forward with Simplicity

Deborah Kreiling
SATURDAY ONLY

2:30
to

3:15

Folkwear: Unique  
Patterns with Timelss Style

Kate Matthews
THURSDAY ONLY 1073 The Tee Shirt Dress

Cecelia Podolak

1032 Perfect Mixed Media

Kira Greenhaigh

1054 Inspired by NY 

Marsha McClintock 

1039 Learn to Sew With Your Feet

Debra Justice

1021 Industry Insider 

Louise Cutting

1081 Leather is For Every Body

Peggy Sagers

1104 Quilt With Carefree Cuves

Nancy Zieman
THURSDAY ONLY 1097 Embroidery & 

Embellishments for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

Thread Fun & Facts

Suzy Seed

2:30
to

3:15Two Chics n’ Stitches

Linda McGhee & Judy Kessinger
SATURDAY ONLY

1096 Beautiful by Design

Katrina Walker
SATURDAY ONLY

3:30
to

4:15
No Style Show

1087 Make It-Sell It-Pro�t!

Connie Spurlock

1003 Anatomy of Darts

Jan Bones 

1095 Fitting A Dress Form

Joe Vecchiarelli

1005 Couture Finishing Techniques

Lorene Bonewitz

1070 You Can Quilt!

Sandi Pickering

1075 New Ideas for Using 
Specialty Threads

Bob Purcell

1029 English Paper Piecing

Nancy Goldsworthy

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney

Sleepover Party for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

3:30
to

4:15

4:30
to

5:15
No Style Show

1033 Create Your  
Perfect Quilting Space

Lois Hallock

1069 Appliqué the Minky© Way

Je� Pellister

1062 Savvy Accessorizing 

Nancy Nix-Rice

1077 Organization for the 
Creative & Right Brained

LoriAnne Reeves

1099 Going Around in Circles

Linda Winner

1091 Travel Handmade

Annie Unrein

1061 Clever Techniques 
for Vintage Sewists

Laura Nash

1020 Intro to Counted Cross Stitch

Michele Crawford

Simply Our Best

Peggy Sagers

4:30
to

5:15
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One Needle

Sessions FRIDAY / SUNDAY
ROOM A ROOM B ROOM C ROOM D ROOM E ROOM G ROOM H ROOM L THEATER FREE STAGE

8:30
to

9:15
No Style Show

1036 Sloper Savvy

Lorraine Henry

1027 Got Stability?

Lee Fletcher

1095 Fitting A Dress Form

Joe Vecchiarelli

1051 Interfacings De-Mysti�ed

Pamela Leggett

1041 Please Don't Eat the Daisies

Debbie Kemp

1031 Taking The Mystery 
Out of Flannel

Geri Grasvik

1104 Quilt With Carefree Curves

Nancy Zieman
FRIDAY ONLY

No Class
Making Memories

Stephanie Kleinman

8:30
to

9:151083 New Tee Necklines

Emma Seabrooke
SUNDAY ONLY

9:30
to

10:15

Spring Forward with Simplicity

Deborah Kreiling
FRIDAY ONLY

1055 Re-Purpose That 
Leather Garment

Marsha McClintock

1095 Fitting A Dress Form

Joe Vecchiarelli

1047 
Canvas + Fabric + Trim + Sewing = 

Work of Art on a Bag

Cheryl Kuczek

1018 Fitting Sleeves & Armholes

Connie Crawford

1043 Elastic Success Without Casings

Judy Kessinger

1092 The Soft & Stable Di�erence

Annie Unrein

1010 The Striptease Show

Eleanor Burns

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney

Tips on Buying a New Sewing, 
Quilting or Embroidery Machine

Carmen LaPonte

9:30
to

10:15

10:30
to

11:15

Distinctive Styles

Louise Cutting & Linda Lee
FRIDAY ONLY

1088 Sweatshirt University

Connie Spurlock

1070 You Can Quilt!

Sandi Pickering

1005 Couture Finishing Techniques

Lorene Bonewitz

1011 Tools for Sewing

Steve Butler

1019 Machine Appliqué & Quilting

Michele Crawford

1081 Leather is for Every Body

Peggy Sagers

1013 Not Quite Crazy

JaNita Clairmont

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney

Sleepover Party for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

10:30
to

11:15

11:30
to

12:15

Fashion Trends for 2014 for 
Vogue, Butterick & Kwik Sew

Pati Palmer, Marta Alto & Nancy Seifert
FRIDAY ONLY

1023 Stitch, Tangle & Bling!

Pam Damour

1004 Lingerie Bottoms

Jan Bones

1080 Sew Instantly Slimming Pants

Kathy Ruddy

1094 More Fun Creations 
with Resin, Fabric Scraps

Fran Valera

1101 Cut Straight, Sew Straight

Linda Winner

1066 Machine Embroidery 
on Sweaters

Pattie Otto

1053 Artistic Explosion

Cindy Losekamp

1098 Piecing for Successful Quilting

Mech Watne

Thread Fun & Facts

Suzy Seed

11:30
to

12:15

12:30
to

1:15

2 Chics n' Stitches

Linda McGehee & Judy Kessinger
FRIDAY ONLY

1026 Growing Your Creativity

Diane Ericson

1012 Picture Your Fit

Karen Campbell

1084 Tailored Jackets 
Made the Modern Way

Nancy Siefert

1059 They All Start With 
Strips & Use Scraps

Marti Michell

1034 Grab n' Go

Lois Hallock

1078 Quick Gifts From 
Your Scrap Stash

Cindy Rowell
FRIDAY ONLY

1028 Couching Basics & Beyond

Lucy Garvin

1097 Embroidery & 
Emebellishments for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

What is Wrong  
with My Sewing Table

Ed Moore

12:30
to

1:15

1:30
to

2:15

Vogue & Butterick's Creative Closet

Marcy & Katherine Tilton
FRIDAY ONLY

1074 Perfect Pull on Pants

Cecelia Podolak

1085 All About Lettering, 
Monograms, & Fonts

Lisa Shaw

1065 FYI in Bra Basics

Monica O’Rourke Bravo

1063 Sew Skinny

Nancy Nix-Rice

1072 Boutique Buttons

Vaune Pierce

1022 Cutting Through the Red Tape

Louise Cutting

1029 English Paper Piecing

Nancy Goldsworthy

1020 Intro to Counted Cross Stitch

Michele Crawford

Simply Our Best

Peggy Sagers

1:30
to

2:15

2:30
to

3:15

Designs by LoriAnne

LoriAnne Reeves
FRIDAY ONLY

1068 Pattern Fitting for 
Beginner Fashion Sewers

Pati Palmer

1076 Raw Edge Quilting 
for Non-Quilters

Susan Purdy

1015 Sew Like A Pro

Julie Collana

1049 Clothing Zakka Style

Linda Lee

1009 Machine Embroidery Perfected

Bobbi Bullard

1007 Burnout  
Embellishment Technique

Dana Bontrager

1103 Seams Unlikely

Nancy Zieman
FRIDAY ONLY 1102 Intro to Chinese Knots

Dini Yan

Gift In A Gift

Linda Winner

2:30
to

3:151002 Sewing Circles

Susan Beck
SUNDAY ONLY

3:30
to

4:15

Folkwear

Kate Matthews
FRIDAY ONLY

1001 Bias Pants

Marta Alto
FRIDAY ONLY

1057 Spiral Patchwork

Linda McGehee
FRIDAY ONLY

1058 Getting Comfortable 
with Soft Cuddle Fabrics

Sheila McKay
FRIDAY ONLY

1040 Revamp Your Sewing Space

Debra Justice
FRIDAY ONLY

1090 Business Know Power

Carol Steinbrecher
FRIDAY ONLY

1024 Facelift for Your 
Dining Room Chairs

Karen Erickson
FRIDAY ONLY

1002 Sewing Circles

Susan Beck
FRIDAY ONLY

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney
FRIDAY ONLY

Mix & Match Modern/
Vintage Wardrobe

Laura Nash
FRIDAY ONLY

3:30
to

4:15

4:30
to

5:15
No Style Show

1042 Think Outside the Pattern

Judy Kessinger
FRIDAY ONLY

1032 Perfect Mixed Media

Kira Greenhaigh
FRIDAY ONLY

1045 Fun Photo Projects for 
Your Smartphone or Tablet

Stephanie Kleinman
FRIDAY ONLY

1077 Organization for the 
Creative and Right Brained

LoriAnne Reeves
FRIDAY ONLY

1086 Bali Not Just Batiks

Dianne Springer
FRIDAY ONLY

1069 Appliqué the Minky© Way

Je� Pellister
FRIDAY ONLY

1010 The ‘Strip’tease Show

Eleanor Burns
FRIDAY ONLY

1098 Piecing for Successful Quilting

Mech Watne
FRIDAY ONLY

ezUp Tables

Robert Cannell
FRIDAY ONLY

4:30
to

5:15
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One Needle

Sessions FRIDAY / SUNDAY
ROOM A ROOM B ROOM C ROOM D ROOM E ROOM G ROOM H ROOM L THEATER FREE STAGE

8:30
to

9:15
No Style Show

1036 Sloper Savvy

Lorraine Henry

1027 Got Stability?

Lee Fletcher

1095 Fitting A Dress Form

Joe Vecchiarelli

1051 Interfacings De-Mysti�ed

Pamela Leggett

1041 Please Don't Eat the Daisies

Debbie Kemp

1031 Taking The Mystery 
Out of Flannel

Geri Grasvik

1104 Quilt With Carefree Curves

Nancy Zieman
FRIDAY ONLY

No Class
Making Memories

Stephanie Kleinman

8:30
to

9:151083 New Tee Necklines

Emma Seabrooke
SUNDAY ONLY

9:30
to

10:15

Spring Forward with Simplicity

Deborah Kreiling
FRIDAY ONLY

1055 Re-Purpose That 
Leather Garment

Marsha McClintock

1095 Fitting A Dress Form

Joe Vecchiarelli

1047 
Canvas + Fabric + Trim + Sewing = 

Work of Art on a Bag

Cheryl Kuczek

1018 Fitting Sleeves & Armholes

Connie Crawford

1043 Elastic Success Without Casings

Judy Kessinger

1092 The Soft & Stable Di�erence

Annie Unrein

1010 The Striptease Show

Eleanor Burns

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney

Tips on Buying a New Sewing, 
Quilting or Embroidery Machine

Carmen LaPonte

9:30
to

10:15

10:30
to

11:15

Distinctive Styles

Louise Cutting & Linda Lee
FRIDAY ONLY

1088 Sweatshirt University

Connie Spurlock

1070 You Can Quilt!

Sandi Pickering

1005 Couture Finishing Techniques

Lorene Bonewitz

1011 Tools for Sewing

Steve Butler

1019 Machine Appliqué & Quilting

Michele Crawford

1081 Leather is for Every Body

Peggy Sagers

1013 Not Quite Crazy

JaNita Clairmont

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney

Sleepover Party for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

10:30
to

11:15

11:30
to

12:15

Fashion Trends for 2014 for 
Vogue, Butterick & Kwik Sew

Pati Palmer, Marta Alto & Nancy Seifert
FRIDAY ONLY

1023 Stitch, Tangle & Bling!

Pam Damour

1004 Lingerie Bottoms

Jan Bones

1080 Sew Instantly Slimming Pants

Kathy Ruddy

1094 More Fun Creations 
with Resin, Fabric Scraps

Fran Valera

1101 Cut Straight, Sew Straight

Linda Winner

1066 Machine Embroidery 
on Sweaters

Pattie Otto

1053 Artistic Explosion

Cindy Losekamp

1098 Piecing for Successful Quilting

Mech Watne

Thread Fun & Facts

Suzy Seed

11:30
to

12:15

12:30
to

1:15

2 Chics n' Stitches

Linda McGehee & Judy Kessinger
FRIDAY ONLY

1026 Growing Your Creativity

Diane Ericson

1012 Picture Your Fit

Karen Campbell

1084 Tailored Jackets 
Made the Modern Way

Nancy Siefert

1059 They All Start With 
Strips & Use Scraps

Marti Michell

1034 Grab n' Go

Lois Hallock

1078 Quick Gifts From 
Your Scrap Stash

Cindy Rowell
FRIDAY ONLY

1028 Couching Basics & Beyond

Lucy Garvin

1097 Embroidery & 
Emebellishments for the 18" Doll

Nadeen Ward

What is Wrong  
with My Sewing Table

Ed Moore

12:30
to

1:15

1:30
to

2:15

Vogue & Butterick's Creative Closet

Marcy & Katherine Tilton
FRIDAY ONLY

1074 Perfect Pull on Pants

Cecelia Podolak

1085 All About Lettering, 
Monograms, & Fonts

Lisa Shaw

1065 FYI in Bra Basics

Monica O’Rourke Bravo

1063 Sew Skinny

Nancy Nix-Rice

1072 Boutique Buttons

Vaune Pierce

1022 Cutting Through the Red Tape

Louise Cutting

1029 English Paper Piecing

Nancy Goldsworthy

1020 Intro to Counted Cross Stitch

Michele Crawford

Simply Our Best

Peggy Sagers

1:30
to

2:15

2:30
to

3:15

Designs by LoriAnne

LoriAnne Reeves
FRIDAY ONLY

1068 Pattern Fitting for 
Beginner Fashion Sewers

Pati Palmer

1076 Raw Edge Quilting 
for Non-Quilters

Susan Purdy

1015 Sew Like A Pro

Julie Collana

1049 Clothing Zakka Style

Linda Lee

1009 Machine Embroidery Perfected

Bobbi Bullard

1007 Burnout  
Embellishment Technique

Dana Bontrager

1103 Seams Unlikely

Nancy Zieman
FRIDAY ONLY 1102 Intro to Chinese Knots

Dini Yan

Gift In A Gift

Linda Winner

2:30
to

3:151002 Sewing Circles

Susan Beck
SUNDAY ONLY

3:30
to

4:15

Folkwear

Kate Matthews
FRIDAY ONLY

1001 Bias Pants

Marta Alto
FRIDAY ONLY

1057 Spiral Patchwork

Linda McGehee
FRIDAY ONLY

1058 Getting Comfortable 
with Soft Cuddle Fabrics

Sheila McKay
FRIDAY ONLY

1040 Revamp Your Sewing Space

Debra Justice
FRIDAY ONLY

1090 Business Know Power

Carol Steinbrecher
FRIDAY ONLY

1024 Facelift for Your 
Dining Room Chairs

Karen Erickson
FRIDAY ONLY

1002 Sewing Circles

Susan Beck
FRIDAY ONLY

1037 Beginning Silk Embroidery

Mary Jo Hiney
FRIDAY ONLY

Mix & Match Modern/
Vintage Wardrobe

Laura Nash
FRIDAY ONLY

3:30
to

4:15

4:30
to

5:15
No Style Show

1042 Think Outside the Pattern

Judy Kessinger
FRIDAY ONLY

1032 Perfect Mixed Media

Kira Greenhaigh
FRIDAY ONLY

1045 Fun Photo Projects for 
Your Smartphone or Tablet

Stephanie Kleinman
FRIDAY ONLY

1077 Organization for the 
Creative and Right Brained

LoriAnne Reeves
FRIDAY ONLY

1086 Bali Not Just Batiks

Dianne Springer
FRIDAY ONLY

1069 Appliqué the Minky© Way

Je� Pellister
FRIDAY ONLY

1010 The ‘Strip’tease Show

Eleanor Burns
FRIDAY ONLY

1098 Piecing for Successful Quilting

Mech Watne
FRIDAY ONLY

ezUp Tables

Robert Cannell
FRIDAY ONLY

4:30
to

5:15
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1001  Bias Pants—Why Not? 
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1001A), Sat. (#1001C) 9:30 am
  Fri. (#1001B) 3:30 pm

Learn how easy it is to �t, cut and sew wonderful Bias Pants!! 
They are the best and they don’t bag out! Marta will show 
three styles. First a simple no-side-seam pant which is quick 
to �t and sew. Then a basic �tted pant in wool crepe with 
a back zipper and lining. Finally, her favorite—Bias Jeans! 
(Bias drape helps them �t better!) You will love how easy 
it is to convert to Bias, with 60" wide fabric, the yardage is 
about the same amount of fabric as for a straight grain pant. 

1002  Sewing Circles
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu., (#1002A), Sat. (#1002C) 10:30 am
  Fri. (#1002B) 3:30 pm
  Sun. (#1002D) 2:30 pm

One of the hardest shapes to draw or stitch is a perfect circle. 
With the help of a circular embroidery attachment, this is no 
longer true. See how easy it is to make circles with needle 
and thread, using them on a variety of projects for shaping, 
embellishing, quilting patchwork and more.

1003  Anatomy of Darts 
Room C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1003A), Sat. (#1003C) 3:30 pm

The fabrics in our world are gorgeous and �at. The bodies 
in our world are gorgeous and curvy. A simple formula is 
darts + fabric = �t. From lingerie to coats, darts come in many 
forms and add an important element. Join Jan to see what 
there is to know about darts and much more.

1004  All Those Lingerie Bottoms
Room C, Showplex

  Fri. (#1004B), Sun. (#1004D) 11:30 am

There are so many kinds of lingerie bottoms! Endless pantie 
designs, long leggings, short leggings, PJ pants—slim and 
baggy, long undies, the list goes on and on… Of course our 
human bottoms are di�erent too, and so it is helpful to learn 
about all the design options. Lingerie bottoms need to be 
functional, comfortable, pretty and not hidden in the back 
of your dresser drawer! Join Jan for this class to learn about 
suitable fabrics, new designs and innovative sewing ideas. 

1005  Couture Finishing Techniques
Room E/D, Showplex

  Thu. (#1005A), Sat. (#1005C) 3:30 pm, Room E
  Fri. (#1005B), Sun. (#1005D) 10:30 am, Room D

Take your sewing skills to a whole new level with couture 
sewing and �nishing techniques. Learn to select the best 
stitch length, use directional sewing and understand “turn of 
the cloth”. Lorene will show you how to choose the best seam 
�nishes for your garment and how to execute them. Learn 
how and when to press your garments to have the high-end, 
professional boutique look! With a small investment of time 
and practice, you will yield high impact results! 

1006  Discharge Dyeing Without Bleach
Room H, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#1006A), Sat. (#1006C) 9:30 am

Have you always admired discharge dyed creations, but didn’t 
try this technique due to the mess or irritation of using chlorine 
bleach? Now you don’t have to! With an innovative product 
you can discharge (remove the color) from natural �ber fabrics 
and never worry about working with bleach. An added bene�t 
is you can stamp, stencil or paint directly on the fabric, no 
thickening agents needed. It’s as simple as waiting for it to 
dry and steaming the color away! It’s fast, fun and fabulous!

Marta Alto
Palmer/Pletsch

Susan Beck
Bernina of America

Jan Bones
Lingerie Secrets Patterns

Jan Bones
Lingerie Secrets Patterns

Lorene Bonewitz
Sew It Up

Dana Bontrager
Dana Marie Design Co.

One Needle

Sessions
These traditional lecture/demo seminars are the 
hallmark of the Sewing & Stitchery Expo.

45 MINUTES
$5 ($6 AT THE EXPO)
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1007  Burnout Embellishment Techniques
Room H, Centennial Building

  Fri. (#1007B), Sun. (#1007D) 2:30 pm

With a special formula designed to remove plant �bers you 
can now have burnout e�ects and cutwork in half the time. 
Dana will show you multiple ways of using this amazing 
product. Stamping, stenciling, cutwork embroidery, reverse 
appliqué and more! Take advantage of the comfort of cotton, 
linen and rayon. Use blends of natural and man-made �bers 
to create unusual special e�ects. See special techniques and 
tools that make your project go lightning fast and how linen 
can be virtually wrinkle free!

1008  The Art of Design Placement
Room G, Showplex

  Thu. (#1008A), Sat. (#1008C) 10:30 am

Have you ever wondered what makes one project a work of 
art and the next just an embroidered item? Learn the secrets 
of layout and design placement using the concepts of good 
design and the e�ects of color in your work from Bobbi 
Bullard who wrote the book on using machine embroidery 
to create art. What you learn in this seminar will elevate your 
creations from craft to art.

1009  Machine Embroidery Perfected
Room G, Showplex

  Fri. (#1009B), Sun. (#1009D) 2:30 pm

Take your machine embroidery to the next level with 
master embroiderer, Bobbi Bullard. Learn the secrets for 
perfect placement, continuous lines, appliqué, cut-edge, 
and Richelieu. You’ll learn how to follow curved lines, how 
to create continuous cut edge designs, continuous appliqué 
lines, etc. Bobbi will show garments, quilts, table runners and 
so much more, each enhanced with great embroidery. Hone 
your skills with this wealth of information and inspiration.

1010  The ‘Strip’tease Show
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu. (#1010A), Sat. (#1010C) 1:30 pm
  Fri. (#1010B), Sun. (#1010D) 9:30 am
  Fri. (#1010F) 4:30 pm

Thought you've seen it all? See Eleanor ‘strip’ her way using 
jelly rolls and Bali pops featuring her wonderful new patterns 
which are perfect to use for her stripping techniques that 
are fast, accurate and easy.  Her new templates will aid in 
precise piecing and success. Join Eleanor as she ‘strips’ her 
way in Puyallup—a show you won’t want to miss!

1011  Tools for Sewing: Help, Not Hype
Room E, Showplex

  Thu. (#1011A), Sat. (#1011C) 10:30 am 
  Fri. (#1011B), Sun. (#1011D) 10:30 am

Sewing has become primarily a creative process. Many new 
creative techniques stretch not only the limits of imagination 
but also the limits of dexterity. The notions industry has paid 
attention to the rapid development of new sewing techniques 
and has sought to provide tools that enhance the abilities of 
those who “push the envelope”. This class will describe the 
basic sewing related tools available as well as suggestions 
for their application. 

1012  Picture Your Fit
Room C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1012A), Sat. (#1012C) 9:30 am
  Fri. (#1012B), Sun. (#1012D) 12:30 pm

Your best �t buddy is your digital camera or phone! No need 
to twist and turn looking in a mirror. With marked muslin and 
pictures you can easily see where you want to make changes. 
This class will teach how to prepare a test muslin, take your 
own pictures, and evaluate the �t on your computer screen. 
Pattern changes will be shown on a basic �t garment for tops 
and pants. It is not an alterations technique class.

1013  Not Quite Crazy
Room L, VIP Building

  Fri. (#1013B), Sun. (#1013D) 10:30 am

Crazy quilts are beautiful and can be overwhelming! Let 
JaNita bring order and logic to the process so you can begin 
your Crazy Quilt journey. Learn JaNita’s Art of Embellishment 
philosophy and the history of Crazy Quilting. Possibilities 
are limitless and you will leave this seminar inspired and 
motivated to create your own mixed media art using your 
choice of buttons, charms, colored pencils, felting, beading, 
embroidery, lace, Paintstiks, trim, and special keepsakes like 
vintage jewelry or textiles.

1014 Bag a Jacket
Room D, Showplex

  Thu. (#1014A), Sat. (#1014C) 9:30 am

Lined jackets are more comfortable, easier to wear, and will 
last much longer. The garment industry developed these 
methods to line a jacket and achieve professional results. 
Learn the necessary steps to completely assemble and insert 
a lining by machine with no hand stitching.

Dana Bontrager
Dana Marie Design Co.

Bobbi Bullard
Bullard Designs

Bobbi Bullard
Bullard Designs`

Eleanor Burns
Quilt in a Day

Steve Butler
Clover USA

Karen Campbell
Wild Ginger Software, Inc

JaNita Clairmont
Flipendula Designs/

Quiltworks Northwest

Julie Collana
Fashion Patterns by Coni
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1015 Sew Like a Pro
Room D, Showplex

  Fri. (#1015B), Sun. (#1015D) 2:30 pm

This class includes tips and techniques used in the garment 
industry to sew fast and achieve professional results. Discover 
e�cient cutting techniques, notching, crimping vs. ease 
stitching, and fast easy placket techniques. Learn how to 
produce smooth sleeve caps, the best foot for zippers and 
gathering, perfect topstitching, setting invisible and mock 
�y zippers, insert pockets, and methods for working with 
slippery fabrics or fabrics with pile.

1016  You Can Be Your Own Designer
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu. (#1016A), Sat. (#1016C) 12:30 pm

Why pay a fortune for all those easy-to-make fashions on 
the racks! You can do it yourself and add the designs that are 
uniquely yours with an eco-friendly Catch and Release liquid 
that creates the print by �nding the beauty of color within the 
fabric! How about creating a jacket, or using one that is already 
in existence and add a wonderful texture to the surface using 
wool pebbles. How about tailoring an oversized sweatshirt 
into a princess seamed �tted jacket with a simple method. Join 
Barbara for 45 minutes of creating, designing—and of course, 
fun! You will be ready to be your own designer.

1017  Interfacing for Fashion Sewing
Room E, Showplex

  Thu.(#1017A), Sat. (#1017C) 1:30 pm

The choice of interfacing should not alter the weight of 
the fashion fabric or adversely a�ect the garment’s �nal 
appearance. Learn where to use interfacing, the various �ber 
contents, weaves and �nishes (press-on or sew-in), colors, 
and weights. Connie will give guidelines for selecting the 
most appropriate interfacing to complement the appearance, 
durability, maintenance, and comfort of a garment.

1018  Fitting Sleeves & Armholes 
Room E, Showplex

  Fri. (#1018B), Sun. (#1018D) 9:30 am

Learn the key to making correct armholes and proper �tting 
sleeves. Using her patternmaking experience from the fashion 
industry, Connie shows how a pattern is made to illustrate 
the way armholes �t your body. Working with ladies from 
the audience she will demonstrate how to make the sleeve 
�t correctly into your custom armhole. This class will make 
your garments look professional and proud!

1019  A New View on Machine  
Appliqué & Quilting

Room G, Showplex
  Thu. (#1019A), Sat. (#1019C) 9:30 am
  Fri. (#1019B), Sun. (#1019D) 10:30 am

Michele will show you how to do fusible machine (or hand) 
appliqué using the “Donut Hole” method, and how she machine 
or hand appliqués the appliqué on through all three layers 
(topbattingbacking) of the quilt! You are appliquéing 
and quilting at the same time to save time!

1020  Introduction to Counted Cross Stitch
Theater, Pavilion (2nd Floor)

  Thu. (#1020A), Sat.(#1020C) 1:30 pm 
  Thu. (#1020E), Sat. (#1020G) 4:30 pm
  Fri. (#1020B), Sun. (#1020D) 1:30 pm

Come learn the basics of counted cross stitch embroidery. 
We will explore di�erent types of canvas (fabric), types of 
needles and thread, the basic stitches, tips, and techniques. 
We will cross stitch a simple design to put in a 2 ½" acrylic 
magnet. A $5 fee will be collected that includes 14 count 
Vinyl Weave, needle, embroidery �oss, 2 ½" acrylic magnet, 
and chart; plus information handouts on the basics of cross 
stitching. Please bring a small pair of sharp scissors.

1021  ‘Industry Insider Techniques’…
Garment Sewing

Room G, Showplex
  Thu. (#1021A), Sat. (#1021C) 2:30 pm

It is the details that tell the story when it comes to fashion 
sewing. Let’s take di�erent sections of a garment and learn the 
professional way to sew the details. Create the best-looking 
collar band, a “cool” collar with foolproof corner edge stitching, 
setting in a high capped sleeve with no gathering stitching…
all the elements necessary for great garments and e�ciency 
in your home studio.

1022  Cutting Through The Red Tape!
Room H, Centennial Building

  Fri. (#1022B), Sun. (#1022D) 1:30 pm

WHY DON’T PATTERNS FIT ME ANY MORE??? Are you 
making the right adjustment to the pattern? If you make 
an adjustment on one pattern, is that the adjustment on 
another pattern? You will receive a measuring chart that will 
end all measuring charts! Louise will show exactly where to 
place the tape for each measurement on you and where it 
transfers onto the pattern. Learn to read the envelope...body 
size and your size, about designer ease and �tting ease, what 
size to make, and pattern company di�erences.

Julie Collana
Fashion Patterns by Coni

Barbara Crawford
Crawford Designs/ 

"Sewing Made Simple" 
Patterns

Connie Crawford
Fashion Patterns by Coni

Connie Crawford
Fashion Patterns by Coni
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Flower Box Quilts
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Flower Box Quilts

Louise Cutting
Cutting Corners, Inc.

Louise Cutting
Cutting Corners, Inc.
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1023  Stitch, Tangle & Bling!
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1023A), Sat. (#1023C) 1:30 pm
  Fri. (#1023B), Sun. (#1023D) 11:30 am

Join Pam for inspiration while she shows you the easy step-
by-step breakdown on how to create Zentangle® patterns. 
You’ll learn the process and  principles of Zentangle, and 
see why it’s so popular. Be inspired by Pam’s trunk show 
as she shows you how you can enhance your home dec, 
quilting, garments and embroidery projects with Zentangle!

1024  Facelift for Your Dining Room Chairs
Room H, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#1024A), Sat. (#1024C) 11:30 am
  Fri. (#1024B) 3:30 pm

Updating a dining room can be as simple as creating slipcovers 
for your chairs! Bright color fabric adds drama, a �oral will 
soften a room, use a spring print to add elegance or even 
denim for a more relaxed atmosphere. Be inspired by Karen’s 
samples to make a set or two for your home.

1025  Solving the Mystery  
of Pattern Sizing!

Room B, Showplex
  Thu. (#1025A), Sat. (#1025C) 8:30 am

So how do we make sense of the sizing in the pattern industry? 
Why aren’t the sizes the same in di�erent companies? What 
is the di�erence between �tting ease and design ease? Is 
there ANY standard in the industry? As a teacher and pattern 
designer, Diane will unravel some of the mystery, give an 
overview and answer these questions and more. If you are 
a garment sewer, this session is invaluable. 

1026  Growing your Creativity
Room B, Showplex

  Fri. (#1026B), Sun. (#1026D) 12:30 pm

Find more passion and deepen your creative experience by 
attending this seminar packed with inspiring ways to grow 
your work. Diane, a master creative explorer, will share her 
artistic path through a variety of her sewing, collage and 
mixed media work. This seminar is sure to open new ways 
of thinking and expand your productivity.

1027  Got Stability?
Room C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1027A), Sat. (#1027C) 1:30 pm 
  Fri. (#1027B), Sun. (#1027D), 8:30 am

Before stabilizers, we lived in a puckered world. The success of 
every embellishment project depends upon the stabilization 
of the fabrics. We will walk you through the good, bad and 
okay results to get an idea of what is needed for great results.

1028  Couching, Basics and Beyond
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu. (#1028A), Sat. (#1028C) 9:30 am
  Fri. (#1028B), Sun. (#1028D) 12:30 pm

Couching with Razzle, Dazzle and Sizzle threads is an easy way 
to �nish the edge on an appliqué, embellish clothing or add 
dimension to quilts. In this seminar you’ll learn how to couch 
single and multiple strands, and how stitch selection and the 
choice of a top thread a�ects the look of the �nished piece.

1029  English Paper Piecing
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu.(#1029A), Sat. (#1029C) 3:30 pm
  Fri. (#1029B), Sun. (1029D) 1:30 pm

Join Nancy for an informative look at the world of English paper 
piecing. We all think of hexagons and the traditional Grandmother’s 
�ower garden as the ultimate project, but what about hearts, 
diamonds and jewel shapes? See how to turn these same designs 
into easy to stitch appliqués and more. See the tips and techniques 
that make today’s paper piecing easier than ever. 

1030  365 Days of Notions
Room H, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#1030A), Sat. (#1030C) 8:30 am

New notions hit the shelves every year. Learn what new 
products will make your sewing and quilting tasks easier. Join 
Geri as she shares the latest and greatest tools—both basic 
and advanced—that are on the market. You will learn what 
to buy and what not to buy during this informative lecture. 

1031  Taking the Mystery Out of Flannel
Room H, Centennial Building

  Fri. (#1031B), Sun. (#1031D) 8:30 am

Let’s take the mystery out of working with �annel! Geri will 
answer the FAQs when working with �annel and diminish your 
fears. Should I wash? Can I mix it with other fabrics? Will it stretch? 
These questions are just the tip of the iceberg. Be sure to attend 
this informative lecture so you can leave with a new con�dence 
in tackling some exciting projects with this lush, cozy fabric.

1032  Mix & Match Your Perfect  
Mixed Media Project

Room C, Showplex
  Thu. (#1032A), Sat. (#1032C) 2:30 pm
  Fri. only (#1032B) 4:30 pm

Learn how to make your own project using a fun mix of elements. 
Mix and match in a simple project with your choice of fun 
appliqué designs. Learn to mix fabrics with di�erent textures 
like cottons and Cuddle fabrics and to strategically embellish 
your design with buttons, bows and ribbons so you can create 
a truly unique project that represents your own creativity!

Pam Damour
The Decorating Diva

Karen Erickson
Home Fashions U

Diane Ericson
Diane Ericson Design

Diane Ericson
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1033  Create Your Perfect Quilting Space
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1033A), Sat. (#1033C) 4:30 pm

Release your creativity by improving your quilting space! Be 
inspired by quilt studio design and layout makeovers. Lois will 
share the latest organizing and ergonomic solutions that work for 
quilters like you. Rekindle your passion for quilting by rearranging 
and repurposing furniture from other rooms in your house!

1034  Grab n’ Go
Room G, Showplex

  Thu. (#1034A), Sat. (#1034C) 12:30 pm
  Fri. (#1034B), Sun. (#1034D) 12:30 pm

Improve your focus and expand your creativity by taking 
advantage of distraction-free sewing. Whether a mini-retreat 
or a get-away weekend—prepare for success before you ever 
leave home with these quick and easy tips. Learn to organize 
your Works in Progress (WIP), and fabric and supplies with 
portable, easy to transport storage solutions.

1035  Princess Seams & Busty Issues
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1035A), Sat. (#1035C) 11:30 am

Princess seams are flattering lines for all figure types. Styles 
using this line are also the easiest to alter for the bust 
area. Learn how the seam method of pattern alteration 
makes the changes needed work like magic. A frequent 
comment about this method is “I didn’t think it could be 
so simple!” See alterations done for several different styles 
using the princess lines as their base design. Also learn 
how to alter for other styles to accommodate small, larger 
or prominent bust fitting issues. 

1036  Sloper Savvy
Room B, Showplex

  Fri. (#1036B), Sun. (#1036D) 8:30 am

What is a sloper and how do I use it? Often heard questions! 
Learn the advantages of having a personal sloper to help you 
with doing your pattern alterations. Learn how to make one. 
See how to compare it to the fashion patterns you want to 
use that must be altered to �t YOU. Learn how to use it as a 
design tool to create something unique for you. Become a 
sloper savvy seamstress!

1037  Beginning Silk Ribbon Embroidery
Theater, Pavilion (2nd Floor)

  Thu. (#1037A), Sat. (#1037C) 9:30 am
  Thu. (#1037E), Sat. (#1037G) 3:30 pm
  Fri. (#1037B), Sun. (#1037D) 10:30 am
  Fri. (#1037F), Sun. (#1037H) 10:30 am
  Fri. (#1037K) 3:30 pm

This instructor and author was instrumental in making 
ribbon embroidery an art form. This is your hands-on 
opportunity to learn or review the basic essentials of silk 
ribbon embroidery from the best. There is an additional 
$3.00 kit fee for class that will include ribbon, needle, fabric 
and basic instructions. Bring a small scissors if possible.

1038  Embellish & Design with Texture
Room D, Showplex

  Thu. (#1038A), Sat. (#1038C) 11:30 am

Take inspiration from the pages of exclusive catalogues, 
combine all of your favorite embellishment techniques and 
pull out the specialty feet for your machine! Learn techniques 
for adding texture to everything from ready-to-wear to home 
dec and unusual quilts. See unexpected combinations of 
fabrics and fast, easy ways to design with texture. Nannette will 
share her methods of creating everything from her watercolor 
chenille quilts to her elegant confetti silk chi�on jackets.

1039  Learn To Sew With Your Feet
Room E, Showplex

  Thu. (#1039A), Sat. (#1039C) 2:30 pm

Sewing machine feet help you sew better. Learn to use the 
bias tape, blind hem, darning, overcast, piping, pintuck, 
rolled hem, ru�er, roller, shirring, Te�on®, �ower stitch feet, 
and more. Discover techniques for attaching pearls, piping, 
bias tape, �xing lace, attaching closures and installing an 
invisible zipper. Successfully use what you have, identify ones 
you still need, and get more out of the machine you already 
own. This is a great generic seminar for all machine owners.

1040  Revamp Your Sewing Space  
& “Make It Work”

Room E, Showplex
  Fri. (#1040B) 3:30 pm

Learn to design, rearrange, and improve your sewing 
space, and how to control “creative clutter” to become 
more e�cient and organized. Discover ideas and resources 
for storing and organizing everything sewing related. See 
where some of your favorite sewing celebrities sew, and 
learn how to properly measure for chairs, cutting and 
pressing surfaces, and machine height based on your own 
body. Learn about Debra’s favorite tried and true notions for 
superior, trouble-free sewing. Pins and scissors to rippers 
and rulers; let’s get organized and make it work.

Lois Hallock
Clearview Designs

Lois Hallock
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1041  “Please Don’t Eat The Daisies”
Room G, Showplex

  Thu. (#1041A), Sat. (#1041C) 1:30 pm
  Fri. (#1041B), Sun. (#1041D) 8:30 am

Debbie will show you how to analyze or choose patterns 
for large print fabrics that you don’t want to cut up. Learn 
her numerous border and binding techniques, how to 
adjust the size of a pattern to fit the size you want, and 
the best ways to fussy cut.

1042  Think Outside the Pattern
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1042A), Sat. (#1042C) 12:30 pm
  Fri. only (#1042B) 4:30 pm

Start with a basic tee pattern that includes a front, back 
and sleeve. Now take it to a whole new level. You will see 
over 30 garments made from the same pattern and all 
done with simple, easy changes. Transform the neckline, 
add easy details, play with uneven lines, and use raw edges, 
bias lines and color. Repurpose fabric to create the perfect 
“you” look. Go from simple to simply amazing! Don’t have 
time to sew? You will now.

1043  Elastic Success Without Casings
Room G, Showplex

  Fri. (#1043B), Sun. (#1043D) 9:30 am

Are you frustrated with elastic? Too big? Too loose? Too hard 
to use? Learn all the little tricks to perfect elastic applications. 
See three of Judy’s favorites demonstrated. Learn how to 
measure, and sew the perfect elastic waistband. No more 
casings. Learn how to use ruching for a slender silhouette. 
Even create one of a kind fabric with elastic thread! 

1045  Fun Photo Projects for Your 
Smartphone or Tablet

Room D, Showplex | Room L, VIP Building
  Fri. only (#1045B) 4:30 pm, Room D, Showplex
  Sat. only (#1045C) 11:30 am, Room L, VIP Building

Learn how to turn your smartphone or tablet into a camera, 
and see how these images can be used for social media and 
more. See what’s available for photo editing online, and 
learn how your images can be utilized on Pinterest, Etsy, 
CafePress, Shutter�y, Fabric Studio and beyond. Explore 
ways to use your photos to create unique projects with 
some of the hottest sites on the web.

1046  Pleather… Yes Please, Absolutely!!
Room D, Showplex

  Thurs. (#1046A), Sat. (#1046C) 12:30 pm 

Give those fun totes and handbags that you make an awesome 
�nish by using pleather/vinyl for bag straps, trim, bottoms 
and more. Learn the important details to successful sewing 
on pleather. See the steps to stitch up a very durable strap, 
to trim a bag top, or to add a weather safe bottom in no time! 

1047  Canvas+Fabric+Trim+Sewing= 
Work-of-Art on a Bag

Room D, Showplex
  Fri. (#1047B), Sun. (#1047D) 9:30 am

Look at the possibilities of fabric with new eyes and be fearless 
to mix pattern, texture, trims, embellishment and threads 
when creating the look of your new bag! Let Cheryl show 
you how to audition your fabric for correct scale, proportion 
and texture, how to layer lace and trims, add buttons or 
other goodies from your stash that will result in an amazing 
color story! Learn great time saving sewing techniques and 
how  to �nish the bag facing while keeping the stitching 
attractive on the right side.  Don’t miss this special learning 
opportunity to put that artistic touch on your next bag to 
make it your very own work of art!”  Bonus project included 
for making an inside pocket for your bag with even more 
innovative stitching and decorative techniques! 

1048  DIY Pants Fitting
Room E, Showplex

  Thu. (#1048A), Sat. (#1048C) 12:30 pm

Not many of us enjoy the bene�t of having an expert at pants 
�tting at our �ngertips, so we are left to our own devices 
when it comes to altering our patterns. Linda will outline 
the most common pattern alterations for an elastic waist 
pants style that you can do on your own.

1049  Clothing, Zakka-style
Room E, Showplex

  Fri. (#1049B), Sun. (#1049D) 2:30 pm

The Japanese word zakka refers to a design style that embodies 
simple charm and a homemade aesthetic. Linda invites you 
to explore how to add unique handmade touches to your 
everyday clothing through the addition of hand stitches, 
fabric fragments and charming embellishments. 

Debbie Kemp
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Judy Kessinger
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1050  The Versatile Twin Set: 
A Staple For Any Wardrobe!

Room E, Showplex
  Thu. (#1050A), Sat. (#1050C) 11:30 am

A nice twin set combo can be the most versatile piece in your 
wardrobe. See what it takes to create a well �tted sleeveless 
top that covers all the “�u�” and doesn’t gap at the armhole. 
Then top it o� with a stylish cardigan that �atters all the right 
curves! Learn what style cardigan is right for you – from a 
modestly designed bolero style, classic length or the newest 
style this year—the “duster” length. Then see how you can 
make the popular color blocked look using a reverse facing!

1051  Interfacings De-Mysti�ed!
Room E, Showplex

  Fri. (#1051B), Sun. (#1051D) 8:30 am

Interfacing choices today can be downright confusing! What is 
available from your local “big box” store is NOT always the best 
choice. You might want to purchase from the sewing experts 
who have researched what goes into the best quality garments. 
This seminar will show you what the most famous designers 
already know – how to pick the correct product, how to apply 
it and how to make that “professional” looking di�erence that 
will make your garment stand out as one of quality.

1052  All Out Embroidery!
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu. (#1052A), Sat. (#1052C) 8:30 am

Learn from Cindy’s vast experience embroidering on 
everything. From embroidering on stu�ed animals, slippers, 
collars, and pockets…using your die-cutting machine for 
appliqué and quilting…what kinds of stabilizers to use…
what about those in the hoop designs…can’t you do more 
than tiny purses and door hangers? See tons of samples of 
many new and exciting ways to use that awesome piece of 
equipment called an embroidery machine. From small hoops 
to the big ones, you’ll �nd ways to make your machine sing!

1053  Artistic Explosion
Room L, VIP Building

  Fri. (#1053B), Sun. (#1053D) 11:30 am

See new art mediums for use in embroidery, quilting and 
wearable art garments as well as for card making using paper 
and fabric. There are many ways to creating art and much of it 
can be used in the �eld of sewing, quilting and embroidery…
you just have to mix your mediums for outstanding projects. 
See new types of resists, paints, screens, markers, glues and 
learn how to use them in this fast paced class. You’ll see so 
many samples that your head will be spinning! 

1054  Inspired by New York
Room D, Showplex

  Thu. (#1054A), Sat. (#1054C) 2:30 pm

New York is a great place to look for inspiration. Marsha 
has visited many NY workrooms and studios where she has 
learned lots of valuable techniques. She will share tips, tools 
and tricks that will take your sewing to a higher level. See 
Koos van den Akker’s techniques for mounting two fabrics 
together, how to make simple origami buttonholes, a cool 
collar from grosgrain ribbon, underlining that prevents 
wrinkles in clothing, novel trims and lots more. 

1055  Re-Purpose that Leather Garment 
Room B, Showplex

  Fri. (#1055B), Sun. (#1055D) 9:30 am

This class will show you what to do with that old leather garment 
hanging in your closet. Don’t have one, then pick one up at a 
yard sale and you’re in business. Learn the right techniques, 
tools and everything you need to create fun garments and 
accessories. See how to use existing seams, pockets and zippers 
in your new creations. Leather is easy to sew, so after this class 
you will be creating beautiful leather items. 

1056  Using Thread for Embellishment
Room C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1056A), Sat. (#1056C) 10:30 am

New threads require understanding for easy sewing. Proper 
needle, feet, and tension make sewing with decorative threads 
a breeze. Some threads are too large for the needle, so how do 
you work with them? Some threads may be better used in the 
bobbin. Should you stitch from the right side of the fabric or the 
wrong side? Unleash the possibilities of thread as you discover 
which to use in the sewing machine needle and which to use with 
a foot. Sew crooked or straight. It’s an adventure the easy way.

1057  Spiral Patchwork
Room C, Showplex

  Fri. only (#1057B) 3:30 pm

Create wonderful wearables, wall hangings, table runners and 
accessories with an artistic approach using Spiral Patchwork. 
Simply sew strips of fabric together, fold and sew into a tube. 
When the tube is opened, the design is repeated with no 
waste. Add new angles by shifting a ruler. Serge to create 
the illusion of corded piping. Use two fabrics or 30! It’s real 
fun and who knows what the outcome will be. 
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1058  Getting Comfortable  
with Soft Cuddle Fabrics 

Room D, Showplex
  Thu. (#1058A), Sat. (#1058C) 1:30 pm
  Fri. only (#1058B) 3:30 pm

Are you intimidated by sewing with Cuddle (Minky©) fabrics? 
Come learn the tips and tricks to creating projects with 
super soft fabrics and get lots of ideas to create projects of 
your own. We’ll show you projects from blankets to stu�ed 
animals, and slippers and scarves—and even full size quilts.

1059  They All Start with Strips  
and Use Scraps!

Room E, Showplex
  Thu. (#1059A), Sat. (#1059C) 9:30 am
  Fri. (#1059B), Sun. (#1059D) 12:30 pm

Fence Rail, Nine Patch, Log Cabin, Pineapple, Stars and more! 
Known as both a Queen of Scrap Quilts and a master with a rotary 
cutter, Marti’s ideas and quilts are sure to inspire you to make quilts 
using the fabric you have - even if you do decide to buy some 
new to “mix in!” Learn how color value makes scrap quilts pop, 
and why there are never too many fabrics. Marti clearly believes 
there is no need to use only 8 fabrics when you could use 80!

1060  Notions for Cutting Edge  
Garment Sewing

Room H, Centennial Building
  Thu. (#1060A), Sat. (#1060C) 12:30 pm

Sewing dozens of garments each year has forced Sandy to 
re�ne her selection of tools and techniques so she gets good 
results every time. She will show you the notions she uses on 
all her projects and how she uses them to enhance her sewing.

1061  Clever Techniques  
for Vintage Sewists

Room L, VIP Building
  Thu. (#1061A), Sat. (#1061C) 4:30 pm

Do you know how to do a lock stitch without touching a 
dial? It’s time to pull out grandma’s zig-zag machine and 
give it a spin! Learn some of the tricks and techniques our 
ancestors used to get the most from their machines. With 
nothing but a standard foot and a simple zig-zag machine, 
learn how to do a lock stitch, ease or gather fabric, do a blind 
hem, plus match, mark and sew a button and buttonhole all 
by machine, plus more. Great class for beginners.

1062  Savvy Accessorizing
Room D, Showplex

  Thu. (#1062A), Sat. (#1062C) 4:30 pm

Eliminate the “loving hands at home” look from your 
wardrobe. A beautiful garment is just the beginning; learn 
how professional stylists use accessories to �nish any look 
with �attery and �nesse. See how “linking” scarves or jewelry 
coordinate creative color combinations, use focal points to 
minimize �gure challenges, see tricks to look taller, shapelier, 
more proportional and utterly up-to-date. Alter the accessories 
you already own to make them more �attering. 

1063  Sew Skinny
Room E, Showplex

  Fri. (#1063B), Sun. (#1063D) 1:30 pm

Lose those pesky extra pounds – or at least look like you did. 
Start with pattern silhouettes that match your body type. Then 
adapt design details and color placement to focus attention 
on your �gure assets, away from any challenge areas. Identify 
“pounds-o�” power fabrics. Customize pattern designs for a 
sleeker look. Learn the instant trick to visually lift your bustline, 
�atten your tummy, trim hips and minimize upper arms. Use 
the best accessory choices to slim and elongate your body. 

1064  Panties
Room D, Showplex

  Thu. (#1064A), Sat. (#1064C) 10:30 am

Every girl needs a pair of panties to match her out�t! You will 
learn how to take your favorite pair of panties and copy them 
to make a pattern without taking them apart! Once know how 
to create your pattern, Monica will demonstrate quick and easy 
techniques to cut out and sew them. You will also learn a variety 
of �nishes to make your britches as fancy as you like ‘em!!!

1065  FYI in Bra Basics
Room D, Showplex

  Fri. (#1065B), Sun. (#1065D) 1:30 pm

Let's talk about the one thing that most all women hate—
BRAS! Learn the underlying components of what makes a 
well-�tting or terrible-�tting bra (cup shape, overall design, 
construction, fabric, etc.), how to measure for a bra to sew 
for yourself or for the next time you purchase a bra. Monica 
will share her process for achieving a great �t so you can 
love the bra you are in!
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1066  Machine Embroidery on Sweaters
Room H, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#1066A), Sat. (#1066C) 1:30 pm
  Fri. (#1066B), Sun. (#1066D) 11:30 am

Those luscious spring sweaters are just begging to be embroi-
dered! Think pretty pansies on a pastel cardigan or elegant swirls 
on a zip front pullover or knit hoodie. Pattie will show you how 
easy it is to embroider on sweaters when you learn to stabilize 
and hoop without damaging the sweater, the proper toppers 
to use for the lofty sweater fabrics and which designs work best. 
Dying stabilizer to match will also be discussed.

1067  Fit and Sew Fashion Knits
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1067A), Sat. (#1067C) 10:30 am

Sewing fashion knits is hot and it’s not the same as it was 
in the 1970s. Learn how to �t knits using any pattern, not 
just those designed for knits. See important notions and 
stabilizers that will make knit sewing successful. See Pati’s 
wardrobe of fabulous knit fashions for inspiration.

1068  Pattern Fitting  
for Beginner Fashion Sewers

Room B, Showplex
  Fri. (#1068B), Sun. (#1068D) 2:30 pm

Learn to �t yourself! Maybe you’ve made an apron or pajamas 
where �t didn’t matter, but now you want to sew fashion. 
Everyone varies from a pattern—tall or short, skinny or heavy, 
full-busted, full thighs—or one size on top and another on the 
bottom. Learn to choose your best size, make easy alterations 
to the tissue pattern and get it right for you—before you cut 
into the fabric. See how to pin-�t your fabric to get it to feel 
just right on your body with the correct amount of ease. 

1069  Appliqué the Minky© Way
Room C/H, Showplex

  Thu. (#1069A), Sat. (#1069C) 4:30 pm, Room C
  Fri. only (#1069B) 4:30 pm, Room H

Come and learn how fast and easy it is to appliqué using 
non-traditional fabrics like Minky©, Cuddle©, �annel and lamé 
mixed with cotton. It is a great way to add that extra texture 
and interest loved by babies.  You will see examples of every 
step of the process from start to �nish, including projects which 
have been washed!  You will also see new samples of the ever 
growing selection of Minky©/Cuddle© fabric.  Also, learn how 
to use Cameo Cutter© for those large appliqué projects.

1070  You Can Quilt!
Room G/C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1070A), Sat. (#1070C) 3:30 pm, Room G
  Fri. (#1070B), Sun. (#1070D) 10:30 am, Room C

Regardless of your skill level, come �nd out how fun, easy and 
quick quilting can be! Sandi will help you understand quilting 
terminology; show you some of the basic quilting tools needed, 
and the types of fabrics that can be used.  See Sandi’s favorite 
quilting tools and why she loves them and learn her tried 
and true quilting tips and tricks. You’ll be hooked in no time!

1071  Little Bit O’ Lace...For You!
Room G, Showplex

  Thu. (#1071A), Sat. (#1071C) 11:30 am

When you think of lace, ru�es and �owing garments come 
to mind. If you like your clothes tailored but still like the 
feminine touch that lace adds, this class is for you! Join Vaune 
as she shows how to add a touch of lace or embroideries 
to your garments to give them a subtle elegance without 
overpowering your garment! Just adding this design element 
to a collar, cu�, yoke, or placket can create the elegance that 
you see in exclusive stores and boutiques! 

1072  Boutique Buttons: A Designer Detail
Room G, Showplex

  Fri. (#1072B), Sun. (#1072D) 1:30 pm

A hot new trend to make your garment stand out is buttons! 
Buttons can give a garment added pizzazz to make it stunning 
and unique. When you are adding your own buttons, there are 
many decisions…what type of button, how to design it, what 
size, etc. Join Vaune in Boutique Buttons and learn di�erent 
button options and tips on making your own (whether you are 
decorating by hand or machine). Learn to make the pattern 
accommodate the buttons that you are going to use!

1073  The Tee-Shirt Dress
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1073A), Sat. (#1073C) 2:30 pm

Turn your favorite tee-shirt into an easy-to-wear pullover 
dress. Using your hip and length measurements, add a skirt 
of any length to the pattern; then shape the waist and add 
design detail. This custom-designed versatile addition to your 
wardrobe can be sewn in fabrics from sweater knits to jerseys.
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1074  Perfecting The Pull-On Pant
Room B, Showplex

  Fri. (#1074B), Sun. (#1074D) 1:30 pm

High-end designers are styling pull-on pants that are 
sophisticated while allowing comfort. It’s easy to get this look 
with your favorite pant pattern. Get a smooth �t in crotch 
depth and circumference, and then add just enough ease to 
allow the pant to slide easily over the hips. Legs are slightly 
tapered for a slimming e�ect. Pockets are optional and an 
elasticized waist with a smooth front adds the �nishing touch.

1075  New Ideas for Using Specialty Threads
Room H, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#1075A), Sat. (#1075C) 3:30 pm

Within the last year, we have developed and introduced many 
new threads and sewing-related products. Learn what’s new, 
see samples of how to use them, and be creatively inspired. 
Seminar also includes proper technical information (thread, 
needle, tension) for successful sewing.

1076  Raw Edge Quilting (for Non-Quilters)
Room C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1076A), Sat. (#1076C) 11:30 am
  Fri. (#1076B), Sun. (#1076D) 2:30 pm

Sue loves the layers and texture that she has seen in her art 
quilts. By using stencils, iron-on metals and crystals, and the 
new de Colorant Plus, Sue will show you how to create or 
imagine your own art quilt or pillow. And since she’s not a 
quilter, all of her edges are raw and un�nished. Sue will even 
show you how to add clocks to your artwork. Now that is a twist.

1077  Organization for the Creative  
and Right Brained

Room E, Showplex
  Thu. (#1077A), Sat. (#1077C) 4:30 pm
  Fri. only (#1077B) 4:30 pm

Does it take going through all your “stu�” to start a project? 
Have you bought the same pattern more than once? It is 
time to learn how to rede�ne some left brain thinking so 
the creative and right brained can organize their “stu�” and 
themselves. We know we don’t �t the mold. So let’s break it so 
we can increase our productivity for our passions and lives.

1078  Quick Gifts From Your Scrap Stash
Room H, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#1078A), Sat. (#1078C) 10:30 am
  Fri. (#1078B) 12:30 pm

Cindy is back again this year with more unique projects! This 
class is �lled with creative ways to utilize your mountain of scraps 
in ways other than quilting. If you have scraps and you want 
some quick gift ideas, this is the class for you! Cindy will provide 
some unique sewing tips and techniques that will save your 
time and money. All of Cindy’s gift projects are fast and easy to 
make. PS…if you don’t have any scraps this class is not for you!

1079  The Sheath Dress 
Room C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1079A), Sat. (#1079C) 12:30 pm

Nearly everyone has had a sheath dress but have you ever made 
one that �t properly? This staple is “hot”. Let Kathy show you how 
to �t it over your di�erent curves and construct it in a �ash fully 
lined with or without sleeves with a super easy zipper closure.

1080  Sew Instantly Slimming Pants 
Room D, Showplex

  Fri. (#1080B), Sun. (#1080D) 11:30 am

Do your pants �t too loose in the thigh? Learn a breakthrough 
drafting technique to solve this problem. Also, learn the tricks 
of successful ready to wear brands like Not Your Daughters Jeans 
that use construction and detailing techniques to fool the eye 
and give you a super slimming e�ect.  Choosing fabrics that 
�atter and new construction techniques for pockets, zippers 
and contour waistbands are also included in this class.

1081  Leather is for Every Body
Room H, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#1081A); Sat. (#1081C) 2:30 pm
  Fri. (#1081B), Sun. (1081D) 10:30 am

Leather simply is the best part of fashion! Come learn how 
to really have fun with real leather and learn all about the 
selection of leathers. Quality and quantity, cutting out, 
stitching, pressing, glues, needles, feet, linings and more. A 
great source for “Apparel” leather will be given and you will 
want to just jump right in and sew Leather for You!!!

1082  Fabric Tantrums
Room A, Pavilion (2nd Floor)

  Thu. only (#1082A) 12:30 pm

Each fabric has a fantasy about how it would look in a garment. 
Don’t tick o� your fabric by making it into something that 
makes it angry! Watch as Peggy drapes di�erent fabrics on 
audience members to see how pairing correct fabric with 
the right pattern works, learn to look for your fabric’s anger 
cues and learn her EZ rules to follow for a successful match!
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1083  New Tee Necklines
Room L, VIP Building 

  Sun. only (#1083D) 8:30 am

Bring new life to those old, sometimes ordinary t-shirts, restyle a 
plain t-shirt pattern, or those vee necks that have lost their shape. 
See how adding a basket-weave, a sunburst, a pleat neckline , or 
something simple like a couple di�erent picot necklines can take 
your shirt from ordinary to extraordinary. How about zippers? 
Come to this seminar to see great �tting and design details.

1084  Tailored Jackets the Modern Way
Room D, Showplex

  Fri. (#1084B), Sun. (#1084D) 12:30 pm

Have you wanted to learn how to make a lined jacket but 
dreaded all that hand stitching in custom tailoring? Did you 
know that designers like Armani use fusible interfacings 
instead of hand stitching? Well so can YOU! Learn the best 
interfacing to use and where, the easiest fabrics and style 
jacket to start with. Learn how to ease your sleeve cap and 
miter the sleeve vent. How about a super easy welt pocket 
and “bagging” the lining? 

1085  All About Lettering  
Monograms & Fonts

Room C, Showplex
  Thu. (#1085A), Sat. (#1085C) 8:30 am
  Fri. (#1085B), Sun. (#1085D) 1:30 pm

Explore the limitless lettering & monogramming embellishment 
options that can easily be created using embroidery software. 
Do not be limited to the fonts built into your machine. See 
how to use software to select fonts with the correct digitized 
attributes for your project and fabric selection. Big/small, 
simple/elaborate, subtle and “knock your socks o�” star of the 
party! Suitable for all expertise levels of machine embroidery. 
If you don’t have a machine, why not check out this class.

1086  Bali-Not Just Batiks
Room G, Showplex

  Thu. (#1086A), Sat. (#1086C) 8:30 am
  Fri. only (#1086B) 4:30 pm

Hand dyed, hand woven Ikats are one of Bali’s best kept fabric 
secrets. This presentation will include a description of how these 
wonderful fabrics are made as well as examples of both the 
fabrics themselves, and items made using these gorgeous fabrics. 

1087  Make It • Sell It • Pro�t!
Room B, Showplex

  Thu. (#1087 A), Sat. (#1087C) 3:30 pm

Want to bring in a little extra cash? Some of your choices 
will make the di�erence between seeing a pro�t and only 
having cash �ow. Is buying wholesale all it is cracked up to 
be? What are tools and techniques that will help you in your 
business? What are the current trends and where should you 
be selling your merchandise? You can PROFIT from this class.

1088  Sweatshirt University
Room B, Showplex

  Fri. (#1088B), Sun. (#1088D) 10:30 am

You will feel like you have your degree in jacket creativity 
when you complete this class. Everything you need to know is 
covered: sizing it correctly, extending the length successfully, 
the important prep work, and the most fun—adding fabric, 
prairie points, embellishments, pockets and your touch for an 
amazing one-of-a-kind jacket. Learn the easiest way to line 
a sleeve so that you have a quickly �nished cu� or ¾ length 
sleeve. Even a rookie (and your grand kid) can do this.

1089  Alterations for Ready to Wear:  
Waist to Hips

Room E, Showplex
  Thu. (#1089A), Sat. (#1089C) 8:30 am

Altering your purchased garments gives you better �tting 
clothes and better use of your dollar. Have pants that �t at the 
hips but gape at the waist, or, �t at the waist and too tight in the 
hips? Gaping back waists, snug or swimming lines at the hips, 
and backside smiles will be looked at. Learn how to �gure out 
what the wrinkles, pulls and gaps mean. Improve the �t and 
look of those pants or skirts. Carol will show you how to adapt 
menswear techniques to make your pant alterations easier. 

1090  Business Know Power 101: 
Alterations & Sewing

Room G, Showplex
  Fri. only (#1090B) 3:30 pm

Thinking of starting your own alteration business or another 
type of business? What moves you out of the hobby category 
and into a REAL business? Begin to learn business set up, 
legal requirements, marketing basics, pricing structure, and 
recommendations to get you going and making a pro�t. This class 
is jam packed with business information you don’t want to miss. 
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1091  Travel Handmade with Soft  
and Stable and Patterns by Annie

Room H, Centennial Building
  Thu. (#1091A), Sat. (#1091C) 4:30 pm

It’s fun to have a pretty, well-made travel bag—and even 
better to have one that you made in fabrics that re�ect your 
personality and style. Think about all of the personalized 
items you can make—cute makeup bags for bridesmaids’ 
gifts or a du�e bag in school colors. From tags to bags, for 
trips across town or around the world, get great ideas for 
appealing projects plus tips for zippers, and hardware.

1092  The Soft and Stable© Di�erence!
Room H, Centennial Building

  Fri. (#1092B), Sun. (#1092D) 9:30 am

Discover how to easily get more professional results in your 
sewing projects. Annie will share the how-to of making purses, 
bags, sun visors, placemats, and wall-hangings. See Annie’s 
tips and techniques for using Soft and Stable© in installing 
zippers, hardware, and more. Leave inspired and ready to 
sew your own project!

1093  Button Embellishments & Closures
Room D, Showplex

  Thu. (#1093A), Sat. (#1093C) 8:30 am

Fran will show you how to use this safe and versatile resin to turn 
your fabrics, �bers, lace, and photos into unique embellishments 
for any garment or accessory. Learn how to make lightweight, 
waterproof pieces for yourself, for gifts, or to sell!

1094  More Fun Creations with Resin, 
Fabric Scraps

Room E, Showplex
  Fri. (#1094B), Sun. (#1094D) 11:30 am

As a follow-up to our “Make Your Own Buttons” Seminar, in 
this session we’ll go beyond the basic techniques and share 
how-to’s for making amazing embellishments to wear and 
sell, using resin along with your fabric scraps. Fran has a lot 
of fun, creative inspiration to share with you!

1095  Fitting A Dress Form
Room D/C, Showplex

  Thu. (#1095A), Sat. (#1095C) 3:30 pm Room D
  Fri. (#1095B), Sun. (#1095D) 8:30 am Room D
  Fri. (#1095F), Sun. 9#1095H) 9:30 am Room C

When making a garment it becomes faster, more accurate than 
ever to create your �t on a dress form with easy placement 
and sizing material. Learn to make simple adjustments on 
the form to �t your shape instantaneously and eliminate the 
frustration of �tting the pattern to your shape. One dress 
form can become your body shape in minutes. 

1096  Beautiful by Design
Room L, VIP Building

  Sat. only (#1096C) 2:30 pm

Don’t be stuck in a design rut - get inspired to take your 
sewing to the next level of style! Learn to interpret your 
patterns in new ways as you explore alternative construction 
techniques. See how subtle color blocking and texture play 
can add extra dimension to your garments. Prepare to have 
your love for beautiful sewing renewed and energized!

1097  Embroidery & Embellishments  
for the 18" Doll

Theater, Pavilion (2nd Floor)
  Thu. (#1097A), Sat. (#1097C) 2:30 pm
  Fri. (#1097B), Sun. (#1097D) 12:30 pm

Are you wanting to try your hand at embellishing 
garments  with crystals, buttons, beads and embroidery for 
the very special dolls in your life. Come to this trunk show to 
learn about proportion and density when sewing for the 18” 
doll, then go out and try what you learned on doll clothes 
or even real people clothes.

1098  Quilt Piecing for Successful Quilting
Theater, Pavilion (2nd Floor)

  Thu. (#1098A), Sat. (#1098C) 10:30 am
  Thu. (#1098E), Sat. (#1098G) 11:30 am
  Fri. (#1098B), Sun. (#1098D) 11:30 am
  Fri. (#1098F) 4:30 pm

Set yourself up for success! Mech will review piecing and 
pressing techniques that help make quilting easier and more 
beautiful, whether you plan to do the quilting yourself or 
have it done. A great class for beginners.

1099  Going ‘Round in Circles
Room G, Showplex

  Thu. (#1099A), Sat. (#1099C) 4:30 pm

Cutting and sewing perfect circles are hard to do ... but oh, 
the things you can make with them! Learn an easy way to 
cut perfect circles & see some cool quilting, sewing, and 
crafting projects to make with them!

1101  Cut Straight, Sew Straight
Room G, Showplex

  Fri. (#1101B), Sun. (#1101D) 11:30 am

Whatever you do, cutting straight and sewing straight will 
always make what you do better! Whether you quilt, sew, 
embroider or craft, we all want accurate cuts and consistent 
seams. Come see how tools and a few simple techniques will 
result in more professional results.
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1102  Intro to Chinese Knots
Theater, Pavilion (2nd Floor)

  Thu. (#1102A), Sat. (#1102C) 12:30 pm
  Fri. (#1102B), Sun. (#1102D) 2:30 pm

Dini from Momo-Dini Embroidery Art will show you some 
traditional Chinese knot samples and teach you to how to make 
a basic knot. The sky is the limit with what your imagination 
can accomplish using the ideas and designs seen here to later 
make beautiful necklaces, bracelets, earrings and �owers.

1103  Seams Unlikely
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu. (#1103A) 11:30 am
  Fri. (#1103B) 2:30 pm

You’ve watched Nancy on TV and read her books. None of them, 
though, told the story of her life growing up in Wisconsin. Millions 
have wondered about the details of her battle with Bell’s palsy, 
how her love of sewing began, and her unlikely TV journey. Now, 
Nancy has written her autobiography Seams Unlikely. Join Nancy 
for this once-in-a-lifetime launch of her new autobiography.

1104  Quilt With Carefree Curves
Room L, VIP Building

  Thu. (#1104A) 2:30 pm
  Fri. (#1104B) 8:30 am

Create carefree curved designs without ever cutting a curve! 
Nancy takes the stress out of piecing traditional quilt block designs 
such as the Drunkard’s Path, Blackbird Pie, and Mill Wheel. Learn 
the secret that eliminates concave and convex curves as you 
create easy quilt projects. Make traditional to super-sized quilt 
blocks with easy carefree curves. Tedious quilting methods are 
a thing of the past! Nancy gives a facelift to timely quilt block 
designs such as Hearts and Gizzards, Fan, and Wagon Wheel. 
Learn unconventional yet simple techniques for quilting curves, 
plus options for making big, dynamic quilt blocks.
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Productions

Two Needle

Sessions
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY (ROOM F) SUNDAY (ROOM A)

8:30
to

10:00

2008 Serger & Coverstitch 
Projects for Home Dec & Fashion

Pamela Leggett

2013 Pressing: The Secret 
to Quality Clothes

Cecelia Podolak

2007 "PNU" Puyallup 
Needle University

Debra Justice

2010 Strategic Sewing

Nancy Nix-Rice

2012 Fabric Design, Form, 
Function & Imagination

Tula Pink

10:30
to

12:00

2002 Quilts From El’s Kitchen

Eleanor Burns

2014 Amazing Quilt Makeovers

Nancy Zieman

2003 6-in-1 Chenille 
Crusher Hat & Scarf

Nancy Cornwell

2003 6-in-1 Chenille 
Crusher Hat & Scarf

Nancy Cornwell
No Class

12:30
to

2:00

2009 Avoid the Pitfalls 
of Metal Grommets

Luveta Nickels

2006 Pants: Di�erent Cuts 
for Di�erent Curves

Lorraine Henry

2005 Twist & Shout: Liven Up 
Your Overall Quilting Designs

Nancy Goldsworthy
No Class No Class

2:30
to

4:00

2004 Slipcover Like a Pro

Karen Erickson

2001 Dress Forms

Jan Bones

2011 The Well Fitting Blouse: 
Tissue Fitting LIVE!

Palmer, Alto, Seifert
No Class No Class
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Two Needle

Sessions
These classes will be presented in lecture-demo format. 
Each class will teach a complete project or a speci�c 
technique —and an extensive, educational handout 
will be part of the class.

1½ HOURS
$20 (PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED)

2001  The Dress Form
Room F, Showplex

  Fri. (#2001B) 2:30 - 4:00 pm

Join Jan and learn how to re-create your body in paper! This 
class will teach you about one of the best sewing investments 
you can make for ‘sewing self’. This is a fun, easy & inexpensive 
way to own your own dress form. Over one thousand dress 
forms stand in sewing spaces across Canada and the US, all 
developed in one of Jan’s classes. It will become your most 
valuable sewing & designing tool.

2002  Quilts from El's Kitchen
Room F, Showplex

  Thu. (#2002A) 10:30 am - 12:00 noon

Gordon Ramsey and Rachael Ray make room, Eleanor Burns 
is cooking up some tasty quilts and recipes sure to charm the 
most discerning taste buds! Eleanor will delight you with a 
quilt block pattern and recipe that will have you running to 
your sewing machine and stove! Sink your teeth into some 
of the most beloved quilting patterns of all time and treat 
your family to tasty new recipes.

2003  6-in-1 Chenille Crusher Hat and Scarf
Room F, Showplex

  Sat. (#2003C) 10:30 am - 12:00 noon
  Sun. (#2003D) 10:30 am - 12:00 noon

A long time Expo speaker, Nancy Cornwell has been lured 
out of retirement to share her favorite �eece techniques 

in this one-time class. Known for her expertise on �eece 
sewing, learn Nancy’s six favorite “cheater” techniques: 
reverse appliqué, double-sided appliqué, blunt edge 
appliqué, blunt edge �nish, cheater’s wrapped edge, and 
the hard-to-believe �eece chenille. Class includes detailed 
handout with step-by-step directions.

2004 Slipcover Like a Pro
Room F, Showplex
 Thu. (#2004A) 2:30 - 4:00 pm

Learn to Slipcover Like A Pro! This very popular class will give you 
the knowledge and con�dence to revive your tired furniture with 
professional looking results. The class will include continuous 
welt cord, stitching in the ditch method, and �tting a tight 
slipcover. These are tailored slipcovers, which �t the furniture so 
well, many people think the furniture has been reupholstered. 

2005 Twist and Shout: Liven Up Your 
Overall Quilting Designs!

Room F, Showplex
 Sat. (#2005C) 12:30 - 2:00 pm

Pantograph patterns and overall designs are the bread and 
butter of machine quilting, but they can get boring. So why 
not jazz them up! Learn how highlighting motifs can wake 
up your quilting. Alternate patterns and learn fast and fun 
�ll stitches. From specialty threads and extra stitching to 
embellishments and bobbin work, you can make your designs 
sing. These techniques will help you spice up any type of 
machine quilting, from domestic to longarm. 

2006 Pants: Di�erent Cuts 
for Di�erent Curves

Room F, Showplex
 Fri. (#2006B) 12:30-2:00 pm

Some butts are �at, some are curvy…and some more so 
than others! How do you determine what you are? A mirror, 
your hands and a Flex Curve! Learn how to make a template 
of your shape and use this to help determine what changes 
need to be made in a pant pattern to correct it for YOUR 
�gure. Learn about this most helpful step in personalizing 
a pattern to achieve a really great �t.

2007 "PNU" Puyallup Needle University
Room F, Showplex
 Sat. (#2007C) 8:30 - 10:00 am

Learn about the di�erent machine needles, how to choose 
the correct one, and all about the new color coding system. 
Explore the creative and practical uses for a range of deluxe 
specialty needles. Discover how to use them for creating �ne 
pintucks, perfect topstitching, no-snag scarf edges, one-step 

Jan Bones
Lingerie Secrets Patterns

Eleanor Burns
Quilt in a Day

Nancy Cornwell
Nancy Cornwell 

Productions, Inc.

Karen Erickson
Home Fashions U

Nancy Goldsworthy
Wonder�l Threads

Lorraine Henry
L H Enterprises/Two Easy 

Tape Company

Debra Justice
labours of love
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hemlines on cottons and knits, pin stitching, joining/attaching 
lace, stippling and more. Seminar features the wing, double 
wing, twin, triple, gold, microtex and double eye “Magic” 
needle with tips on threading to prevent puckers, jamming 
and tension problems. These techniques will inspire you to 
sew. Each student will receive a complimentary Schmetz 
needle guide.

2008 Serger & Coverstitch Projects 
for Home Dec and Fashion

Room F, Showplex
 Thu. (#2008A) 8:30-10:00 am

How do you use your serger? If you are using it for sewing 
seams and �nishing edges, this class will take you beyond the 
mundane and into a whole new category! See how �atlocking 
will add drama and a touch of vintage to clothing and home 
decor, how rolled hemming can create beautiful heirloom 
and decorative techniques, and how coverstitching can be 
used for much more than hemming—how about creating 
stripes, ruching and chenille? See all the techniques in this 
seminar on serger and coverstitch projects!

2009 Avoid the Pitfalls of Metal Grommets
Room F, Showplex
 Thu. (#2009A) 12:30 -2:00 pm

Join Luveta and learn every aspect of grommet and eyelet 
application. Get past using hammers and pliers. You may 
know the basics but will appreciate grommets that require 
NO Tools and can be used over & over again. Witness the 
transformations of T-shirts and Jeans and get up close with 
hoodies, jackets, bags and more. You'll never look at a shower 
curtain grommet the same again.

2010 Strategic Sewing
Room F, Showplex
 Sun. (#2010D) 8:30 - 10:00 am

No more closet full of nothing to wear. Learn the savvy 
selection and planning techniques that let you sew just 12 
garments that create up to 96 out�ts—an entire wardrobe—in 
just a few days. Develop a color scheme to �atter you and 
maximize the mix/match potential in your closet. Build a 
“Core-4” in your key neutral, add accent colors, print pieces and 
all-important “links”…and enjoy the bene�ts of an amazing 
wardrobe that really works.

2011  The Well-�tted Blouse:  
Tissue-�tting LIVE! 

Room F, Showplex
  Sat. (#2011C) 2:30 - 4:00 pm

The pioneers in perfecting tissue-�tting patterns will �t 
three people from the audience to show how the process 
works. (Wear a camisole if you’d like to be chosen.) Watch 
projected close-ups as alterations are being made. See the 
altered tissue back on the student for a �nal check. As time 
permits, the front and back will be cut out in fabric for a quick 
fabric pin-�t. Fabric-�tting is the last part of the process.

2012  Fabric Design:  
Form, Function & Imagination

Room A, Pavilion, 2nd Floor
  Sun. (#2012D) 8:30 - 10:00 am

From concept through production, to samples and on to 
stores, have you ever wondered how a fabric collection is 
developed? Take a completely transparent and in-depth look 
at Tula Pink's fabric design process and all of the thoughts 
and considerations that are involved in each and every step. 
Whether you are an aspiring fabric designer or just a fabric 
lover this is an event not to be missed! 

2013  Pressing: The Secret  
to Quality Clothes

Room F, Showplex
  Fri. (#2013B) 8:30 -10 am

The iron and the sewing machine are equally necessary for 
producing great-looking clothes. The excitement of creating 
a new garment often causes us to rush the pressing process, 
resulting in a less than satisfactory end product. Assess 
properties of �bers and fabrics when starting a project to see 
how they react to heat, moisture and pressure. Discover which 
pressing techniques and tools are best for seams, darts, collars, 
edges, etc. and learn to fuse interfacing like a pro. This demo/
lecture is a must for all sewers from beginner to advanced. 
Your clothes will impress because you've taken time to press!

2014  Amazing Quilt Makeovers
Room F, Showplex

  Fri. (#2014B) 10:30 am -12:00 noon

Start with a tried and true quilt pattern, and then give it an 
amazing makeover. Simplify the technique, totally change the 
color, revamp the layout and you'll discover a totally modern 
look. "Dresden Plate" to a "Parasol," a "Grandmother's Flower 
Garden" to a "Hit & Miss Hexagon” ... plus more. Nancy shares 
her easy quilting techniques for fast, yet amazing, results. 

Pamela Leggett
Pamela's Patterns

Luveta Nickels
The Junk Jeans People

Nancy Nix-Rice
Nancy Nix-Rice Style 

Consulting

Marta Alto, Pati Palmer, 
Nancy Seifert
Palmer/Pletsch

Marta Alto, Pati Palmer, 

Tula Pink
Tula Pink

Cecelia Podolak
Material Things

Nancy Zieman
Nancy Zieman 

Productions
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3001  Seams to Me
Bernina Classroom, Expo Hall

  Thu. (#3001A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Fri. (#3001B) 8:00-10:30 am
  Sat. (#3001C) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

The key to successful sewing is good technique, starting with 
seaming. In this class, you will learn a variety of seam technqiues 
to use with all types of fabric and projects. We'll practice seams 
and then create a mixed media tag �le to organize the technique 
swatches in a fun way. It's a great visual reference that helps 
you remember what you've learned so you can incorporate 
it into your sewing. The tag �le starts with cardstock tags and 
ends with a unique work of art-created by you!

$15 kit fee includes: Cardstock tags, metal binder ring, natural 
linen fabric to sew seams, assorted silk and linen swatches for 
embellishment, assorted laces, trim and ribbons, vintage-look 
labels, charms, and buttons, thread.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, glue stick, rotary cutting 
mat, 12" × 18" or smaller, clear ruler to use with mat, rotary cutter.

3002  Serger Scarves
Bernina Classroom, Expo Hall

  Thu. (#3002A) 8:00 - 10:30 am
  Fri. (#3002B) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Sat. (#3002C) 11:00 am -1:30 pm

Raise your comfort level with sergers. Whether you are 
new to serging or want to get reacquainted with this great 
machine, this class is for you. By making two simple scarves 

you will learn several techniques and �nishes that are unique 
to sergers. The scarves you make will have that professional 
�nish and you will wear them with pride! Leave this class with 
the con�dence to use your serger and make great projects.

$20 kit fee includes: Serger thread, fabric for two scarves

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3003 Hot Spot: A Quilted Trivet
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall
 Sat. (#3003C) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Are you new to quilting or thinking about trying a quilting 
project but are intimidated by the size and amount of work 
involved? Or are you an experienced quilter and looking for a 
project that is quick to make and useful for your personal use or 
gift giving. In this class you will learn basic cutting, piecing and 
machine quilting skills to make a quilted trivet cover that allows 
for a ceramic tile to be inserted from an opening on the back.

$17 kit fee includes: Original Pieceful Designs pattern, Hot Spot 
Quilted Trivet, fabric, batting, ceramic tile, Velcro and thread

Student supplies: Rotary cutter and mat, rulers for rotary cutting, 
scissors, pins

3004 The Front Closing Sport Bra
Viking Classroom, Second Floor, Fair View Club
 Fri. (#3004B) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Complete the Front Closing Sport Bra in this class & learn 
all the techniques to sew two-way stretch fabric & lingerie 
elastic. Students will learn about size selection secrets and 
�tting ideas. Learn to combine di�erent �ber contents and 
fabric layers for the next Sports Bra you create. The techniques 
taught in this class will transfer beautifully to swimwear, 
skating costumes and dance wear.

* Once you received your ticket in the mail, email Jan 
(jbones3@shaw.ca) with your bra (S to XL4) and cup size (A, 
B, C, D) by January 24, 2014.

$25 kit fee includes: Pre-cut sporta bra, elastic, hooks, Jan's 
Front Closing Sports Bra pattern (includes sizes S to XL4 in 
cup sizes A, B, C & D)

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, ball point sewing 
machine needles, white & beige polyester thread, tape 
measure, a notebook & pen. Please put your kit fee in an 
envelope with your name on it.

Susan Beck
Bernina of America

Bernina Educator
Bernina of America

Pam Bocko
Pieceful Designs

Jan Bones
Lingerie Secrets

Three Needle

Sessions
Students signing up for this class expect to learn a 
sewing and/or embroidering technique through a 
hands-on learning experience. Most classes have a 
kit fee payable to the instructor.

2½ HOURS
$30* (PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED)

*Registration fee does not include charge for additional materials. Certain classes 
may ask you to bring “general or basic” sewing supplies. This should include: 
scissors (fabric & paper),pins, seam ripper, seam gauge, ruler, measuring tape, 
sewing needles, rotary cutter & mat, chalk, pencil, and anything else that will 
enable you to have a great sewing experience. Optional: mini iron & pad.
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Three Needle

Sessions MACHINE SEWING*

BABY LOCK *MACHINES PROVIDED BERNINA *MACHINES PROVIDED

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

8:00  
to  

10:30

3042 Totally 
Terri�c Trims

Emma Seabrooke

3048 Cover Hem 
Workshop

Gail Yellen

3051 Basic Serger Skills

Susan Zeller & Debi 
Kuennan-Baker

8:00  
to  

10:30

3002 Serger Scarves

Bernina Educator

3001 Seams to Me

Susan Beck

3009 Free Motion Frenzy

Debbie Cacciamani

11:00  
to  

1:30

3042 Totally 
Terri�c Trims

Emma Seabrooke

3023 Anytime 
Anywhere Bag

Candice Jewett

3051 Basic Serger Skills

Susan Zeller & Debi 
Kuennan-Baker

11:00  
to  

1:30

3009 Free Motion Frenzy

Debbie Cacciamani

3009 Free Motion Frenzy

Debbie Cacciamani

3002 Serger Scarves

Bernina Educator

2:00  
to  

4:30

3048 Cover Hem 
Workshop

Gail Yellen

3023 Anytime 
Anywhere Bag

Candice Jewett

3051 Basic Serger Skills

Susan Zeller & Debi 
Kuennan-Baker

2:00  
to  

4:30

3001 Seams to Me

Susan Beck

3002 Serger Scarves

Bernina Educator

3001 Seams to Me

Susan Beck

BROTHER *MACHINES PROVIDED JANOME/SIMPLICITY *MACHINES PROVIDED

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

8:00  
to  

10:30

3046 Spiral Purse

Dini Yan

3027 TAP & Hoop 
Mini-Quilt

Cindy Losekamp

3011 Perfect 
Hemstitching

Kandi Christian

8:00  
to  

10:30

3032 Machine Felting

Michelle Muska

3029 Knit Top WOW!

Carol McKinney

3032 Machine Felting

Michelle Muska

11:00  
to  

1:30

3010 Madeira 
Applique & Decorative 

Stitch Technique

Kandi Christian

3047 Zijuan Clouds on 
a Leather Placemat

Dini Yan

3031 Burlap Bag Tote

Barbara Mikolojczyk

11:00  
to  

1:30

3021 Hip to Be Square

Ann Hein

3025 A New Twist to  
Tailoring Collars & Lapels

Pamela Legget

3021 Hip to Be Square

Ann Hein

2:00  
to  

4:30

3031 Burlap Bag Tote

Barbara Mikolojczyk

3044 A "No-Fail" Double 
Welt Pocket Method

Nancy Siefert

3045 Elegant Retro 
Tablet Cover

Lisa Shaw

2:00  
to  

4:30

3022 What's the 
Commotion with 

Free Motion?

Ann Hein

3032 Machine Felting

Michelle Muska

3025 A New Twist to  
Tailoring Collars & Lapels

Pamela Legget

PFAFF *MACHINES PROVIDED VIKING *MACHINES PROVIDED

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

8:00  
to  

10:30

3024 Embroidering 
& Painting on Wood

Lana Jones

3020 Sew Crazy

Darlene Guillory

3003 Hot Spot: A 
Quilted Trivet

Pam Bockco

8:00  
to  

10:30

3028 Fat Quarter 
Placemats

Sheila McKay

3004 The Front 
Closing Bra

Jan Bones

3049 Spectacular Seams

Katrina Walker

11:00  
to  

1:30

3008 No Tracing Raw-
edge Appliqué Art Quilt

Dee Brown

3006 Pendleton 
Picnic Blanket

Stacy Brisbee

3020 Sew Crazy

Darlene Guillory

11:00  
to  

1:30

3049 Spectacular Seams

Katrina Walker

3016 Ribbon Embroidery

Marie Duncan

3005 Smoothie Panties

Jan Bones

2:00  
to  

4:30

3019 Style Squared

Darlene Guillory

3050 Cathedral 
Window Wall Hanging

Katrina Walker

3043 Sensational 
Techniques on Knits 

Using Stay Tapes 

Emma Seabrooke

2:00  
to  

4:30

3016 Ribbon Embridery

Marie Duncan

3017 Pro-tech-tive Gear

Marie Duncan

3017 Pro-tech-tive Gear

Marie Duncan
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HAND SEWING
FIRST FLOOR, FAIR VIEW CLUB

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

8:00  
to  

10:30

3038 Kanzashi: Fabric Folded Flowers

Carol Porter

3037 Glam Grocercies - Go Green in Style

Vaune Pierce

3038 Kanzashi: Fabric Folded Flowers

Carol Porter

3039 The French Knit Bracelet

Carol Porter

11:00  
to  

1:30

3030 2 for 1 Hula

Stacy Michell

3041 Sashiko Drawstring Bag

Becky Scellato

3036 Kickin It With Punchneedle

Je� Pellister

3034 The Art of Tatting

Fran Ortmeyer

2:00  
to  

4:30

3034 The Art of Tatting

Fran Ortmeyer

3034 The Art of Tatting

Fran Ortmeyer

3026 Anastasia & Sara�na

Amy Loh Kupser
No Class

ROOM J, CENTENNIAL
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

8:00  
to  

10:30

3018 How to Make a Ribbon Rose & Pansy

Helen Gibb

3013 Drafting & Styling Skirts

Julie Collana

3015 Do the Zentangle

Pam Damour

3040 Designer Beaded Buttons

Cindy Rowell

11:00  
to  

1:30

3007 Pendleton Selvage Rug Crochet

Stacy Brisbee

3014 Grading: Making Patterns 
Larger or Smaller

Connie Crawford

3041 Sashiko Drawstring Bag

Becky Scellato

3012 In-Depth: Turning Your Passion Into Pro�t

Kandi Christian

2:00  
to  

4:30

3033 Kumihimo for Beginners

Mary Libby Neiman

3035 Learn to Crochet

Pattie Otto

3007 Pendleton Selvage Rug Crochet

Stacy Brisbee
No Class
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3005  Smoothie Panties
Viking Classroom, Second Floor, Fair View Club

  Sat. (#3005C) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Do you want to learn how to create a great pair of comfortable 
panties you will make again and again? Learn how to select the 
correct size, sew seams with your sewing machine and measure 
& sew elastic accurately. The “Smoothie” Pantie has a good �t, it 
‘smoothes’ you out a little and the two-way stretch fabric feels 
great. These techniques will be valuable for sewing swim wear, 
dance wear and other designs using two-way stretch fabrics. 

* After receiving your ticket, email Jan (jbones3@shaw.ca) with 
your hip size (36" (S) to 56" (XL4)) by January 25, 2014. Please 
put your kit fee in an envelope with your name on it.

$25 kit fee includes: Smoothie Pantie pattern, elastic, precut 
pantie in 96% Cotton/4% Lycra fabric with 100% cotton 
knit for the crotch. 

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, hand sewing needle, 
good quality white & beige polyester thread, notebook & pen. 

3006  Pendleton Picnic Blanket
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall

  Fri. (#3006B) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Enjoy the outdoors with your own Pendleton Picnic Blanket. 
Made of 100% Virgin Pendleton Wool on one side and Nylon 
on the reverse, the blanket rolls up and has a convenient 
sewn-in carrying handle. Stash your new blanket in the car 
and you're ready for outdoor fun in any climate.

$25 kit fee includes: Pendleton Blanket Weight Fabric (1.5 yds), 
Nylon Backing (1.5 yds), 1" Webbing (1.5 yds), 1" Silver Buckles (2)

Student supplies: Scissors, Pins, Sewing Thread

3007  Pendleton Selvage Rug Crochet
Room J, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#3007A) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
  Sat. (#3007C) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Reduce-Reuse-Recycle with this fun and easy crochet rug 
brought to you by Pendleton Woolen Mills. Turn wool selvages 
into a cozy rug with a big crochet hook and a supply of our 
fuzzy Pendleton wool selvages. No experience necessary.

$20 kit fee includes: Five-lbs Pendleton Wool Selvages & one 
Size Q Crochet Hook

Student supplies: Scissors, Yarn Needle

3008  No Tracing Raw-edge  
Appliqué Art Quilt

Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall
  Thu. (#3008A) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Be amazed at just how easy raw-edge appliqué can be. Enjoy 
the Aloha spirit and the vibrant colors of Hawaii as you create 
this beautiful Pua Apo “Circle of Flowers” art quilt. Dee will 
teach you her technique for raw-edge appliqué eliminating 
all tracing. Learn the entire appliqué process, from her helpful 
hint for cutting out the pieces. And the actual top stitching 
that you always thought looked too hard.

$22 kit fee includes: Fabric for top, borders, backing and binding. 
Fusible web product, batting and top threads.

Student supplies: Small sharp scissors, neutral bobbin thread, opaque 
Te�on appliqué sheet, rotary cutter and mat, tweezers (optional)

3009  Free Motion Frenzy
Bernina Classroom, Expo Hall

  Thu. (#3009A) 11:00 - 1:30 pm
  Fri. (#3009B) 11:00 - 1:30 pm
  Sat. (#3009C) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Do you fear the Feed Dog Drop? Is free motion sewing a bit 
unfamiliar to you? Well, then, this is the class for you! We will use 
the Bernina Stitch Regulator and learn eye hand coordination 
in relation to sewing. This is fun and is the for the very beginner!

$15 kit fee includes: Two spools of thread, 2 quilt sandwiches

Student supplies: 14" ruler, dark color fabric marker, basic 
sewing supplies

3010  Madeira Appliqué &  
Decorative Stitch Technique

Brother Classroom, Expo Hall
  Thu. (#3010A) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Decorative stitches…we all have them, but do you ever 
use them? Come "play" with all the ways you can use your 
decorative stitches—you'll be surprised! In addition to the 
decorative stitches, you'll create a Madeira appliqué on a 
purchased tee. This dressed-up version is pretty enough for 
all occasions, but has all the comfort of a regular tee. Every 
shirt in class will be di�erent. Come see how yours will look! 

$10 kit fee includes: Black linen, wash-away basting thread, 
fabric markers. pattern, stabilizer, instructions.

Student supplies: Colored tee shirt, thread to match the tee shirt 
color, basic sewing supplies, blunt end scissors.

Jan Bones
Lingerie Secrets

Stacy Brisbee
Pendleton Woolen Mills 

Stacy Brisbee
Pendleton Woolen Mills 

Dee Brown
The Quilted Trillium

Debbie Cacciamani
Bernina

Kandi Christian
Sew Timeless
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3011  Perfect Hemstitching
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall

  Sat. (#3011C) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Do you admire beautifully hemmed towels, napkins, garments, 
etc.? Learn how to hemstitch with perfect results so you have 
those large holes we love. You’ll make a hemstitched towel 
in class. You'll also see examples of how you can further 
embellish the towels and other uses for hemstitching.

$12 kit fee includes: Linen fabric, hemstitching needle, stabilizer 
and instructions.

Student supplies: Lightweight white sewing thread and basic 
sewing supplies.

3012  In-Depth Turning  
Your Passion Into Pro�t: A 
Comprehensive Class

Room J, Centennial Building
  Sun. (#3012D) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

In this in-depth detailed workshop you will learn how to set 
your prices, whether to sell wholesale or retail, the type of 
website/smartphone app you need, how to get your products 
featured in magazines and blogs, and how packaging can e�ect 
your image. In addition, Kandi will explain what branding is all 
about, when and how to use social media and Etsy-style sites. 
She’ll explain how you can use email to grow your business 
and where to �nd a site to manage it for free. Bring pictures 
of your crafts (or the real thing if they are small) for evaluation 
and personalized marketing tips during class…and bring your 
questions—she’s got answers!

Kit fee includes: No kit fee. Hand outs will be provided.

Student supplies: None

3013  Drafting & Styling Skirts
Room J, Centennial Building

  Fri. (#3013B) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Learn to draft a basic skirt. Learn to use three skirt slopers 
to give you the starting points to develop quick, easy skirt 
designs or to copy your favorite designer. Discover which 
sloper to use to create a multitude of skirts, including �tted 
skirts, skirts with fullness and skirts with style lines. You will 
also learn how to �t di�erent waistline shapes and keep the 
hem parallel to the �oor, how to design yokes, �tted and �ared 
gores, kick pleats, style lines, sarongs, �ounces and more.

$25 kit fee includes: Skirt Drafting Book, Pattern Paper, 1⁄3 scale 
Skirt Pattern

Student supplies: Scissors for paper, scotch tape, straight 
ruler, pencils

3014  Grading: Make Patterns  
Larger or Smaller

Room J, Centennial Building
  Fri. (#3014B) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Discover fashion industry grading techniques. First Connie will 
illustrate theory and the method of grading, and how to select 
di�erent grades for di�erent sizes and people. Using a specially 
made grading ruler, you will be given a basic pattern and learn to 
grade in a step-by-step method. This class and method is a must 
to help those who have always wanted to change a pattern size.

$15 kit fee includes: Draping fabric, step-by-step draping 
instructions and diagrams

Student supplies: None

3015  Do the Zentangle
Room J, Centennial Building

  Sat. (#3015C) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Even if you are not an artist, you can quickly learn how to 
create beautiful abstract patterns by using the step-by-step 
art form known as Zentangle®. Zentangle® is an easy-to-learn, 
fun way to create beautiful designs with abstract or structured 
patterns. Pam will show you the easy step-by-step break 
down on how to create Zentangle® patterns.

$20 kit fee includes: Your kit will include supplies to make six 
Zentangle® tiles and four fabric blocks that can be sewn into 
a pillow, table runner or wall hanging.

Student supplies: Note paper and pen

3016  Ribbon Embroidery by Machine
Viking Classroom, Second Floor, Fair View Club

  Thu. (#3016A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Fri. (#3016B) 11:00 am -1:30 pm

Join Marie Duncan to learn about ribbon embroidery by 
machine!  You will work on a pre-embroidered piece, adding 
silk �owers and then, you will sew on beads, by machine!  Fun 
technique and adorable little bag to take home with you!

$5 kit fee includes: Includes all fabrics, trims, notions needed to 
complete the project. Threads will be available for use in class

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

Kandi Christian
Sew Timeless

Kandi Christian
Sew Timeless

Julie Collana
Fashion Patterns by Coni

Connie Crawford
Fashion Patterns by Coni

Pam Damour
Decorating Diva

Marie Duncan
SVP Worldwide
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3017  Pro-tech-tive Gear
Viking Classroom, Second Floor, Fair View Club

  Fri. (#3017B) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Sat. (#3017C) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

When it comes to your personal tech devices, keeping them 
protected is a high priority. You don’t have to lose your sense 
of style to keep your device out of harm’s way. Stitch up this 
quilted and embroidered sleeve to do just that. A specialty 
laminating product will provide needed protection and also 
nicely de�ne the embroidery giving the e�ect of trapunto.

$10 kit fee includes: All fabrics, stabilizers and notions needed to 
complete the project. Thread will be available for use in the classroom.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3018  How to Make a Ribbon Rose & Pansy
Room J, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#3018A) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Learn to make two very pretty ribbon �owers - a rose, and 
a pansy, with two di�erent leaves using Helen's popular 
ribbonwork techniques. The �nished �owers can be used 
on a jacket, hat, purse, tote, book cover, on a quilt or any 
project you choose. Kit required.

$20 kit fee includes: French ribbons for rose, pansy and leaves, 
crinoline, milliners needle, ribbonwork thread, and very 
detailed instructions.

Student supplies: Scissors, tape measure or ruler in inches.

3019  Style Squared
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall

  Thu. (#3019A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Sew simple…just two rectangles are all you need to make a 
fun fabric basket that will hold your “stu�” in style. The simple 
pattern provides the perfect palette for a wide variety of 
embellishment options. A new batting alternative will provide 
great structure while keeping your basket soft and �exible. 
Take home a pretty decorative piece that is functional as well!

$10 kit fee includes: All fabric, stabilizer, notions, etc needed to 
complete project. Threads will be available for use in the classroom.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3020  Sew Crazy!
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall

  Fri. (#3020B) 8:00 - 10:30 am
  Sat. (#3020C) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Does Crazy Patch drive you crazy? Learn this new, simple method 
of piecing using one simple fabric shape….a wedge! No templates 
needed! No fussing about what to do next. Just simple fun! Use 
machine decorative stitches to embellish as much or little as 
you like. Finally, put in a zipper—stress free! You will create an 
approximate 9" × 3" zippered tote, perfect for carrying your 
sewing tools, jewelry, cosmetics, pencils, or whatever needs toting.

$10 kit fee includes: All fabrics, stabilizer, notions needed for making 
the project. Threads will be provided for use in the classroom.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3021  Hip to Be Square
Janome/Simplicity Classroom, Showplex

  Thu. (#3021A) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
  Sat. (#3021C) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Using a hand dyed fabric and our favorite decorative stitches 
then adding some free motion quilting, we will design a 
one-of-a-kind work of art. Don’t let the free motion part 
scare you o� with a few tips you’ll be breezing along. A great 
project to experiment with stitches and free motion designs.
Students will complete the center of the art piece and leave 
with directions to complete borders and binding if desired.

$15 kit fee includes: Hand dyed fabric, batting, backing, stabilizer, 
and all threads and needles

Student supplies: White or yellow marking pencil, thread snips 
and basic sewing supplies

3022  What's the Commotion  
with Free Motion?

Janome/Simplicity Classroom, Showplex
  Thu. (#3022A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Want to try free motion but don't know where to start? What's 
the commotion? Threads, needles, tension, patterns—so 
many choices. Not sure where to start? Come see what it's 
all about. Free motion! A few tips and tricks will get you 
happily stitching your quilts.

$10 kit fee includes: Quilt sandwiches for stitch outs, all threads 
and needles

Student supplies: Thread snips and basic sewing supplies

Marie Duncan
SVP Worldwide

Helen Gibb
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3023  Anytime Anywhere Bag
Baby Lock Classroom, Expo Hall

  Fri. (#3023B) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm, Fri. (#3023F) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

The lined Anytime/Anywhere Bag is an easy and attractive 
bag and it has a pocket for your ‘e’ book, a secure zipped 
storage with storage pockets for your ID and credit cards, 
as well as storage for your travel documents, lipstick, comb 
and so much more. You will learn to insert a zipper, embellish 
with decorative stitches, add storage pockets and a strap.

$25 kit fee includes: All materials for the bag will be provided; 
pattern, fabrics, and zipper.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3024  Embroidering & Painting on Wood
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall

  Thu. (#3024A) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Experience the stunning art form of Embroidering and 
Painting on Wood. Let me guide you through each step of 
this impressive style of embroidery. Step out of your “sewing 
box” and step into the world of Embroidery Art. You will be 
impressed and amazed at the sizes of wood you can use, 
how easy this is, and especially your own results

$20 kit fee includes: Wood for project, stabilizer, embroidery 
needle, embroidery thread, embroidery bobbin, use of my 
inks for painting, CD with designs.

Student supplies: Small embroidery scissors, pencil.

3025  A New Twist to Tailoring: 
Collars & Lapels

Janome/Simplicity Classroom, Showplex
  Fri. (#3025B) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
  Sat. (#3025C) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Learn some innovative new techniques to achieve the best 
and most accurate collars and lapels ever! The techniques 
are not limited to just tailoring, but are also very useful 
on blouses, dresses and unstructured jackets. They are 
guaranteed to cut your sewing time by a third and always 
look professional. You will learn about no fail interfacings, 
understitching, perfect corners, and linings.

$25 kit fee includes: Wool suiting cut out for a partial jacket with 
high quality interfacing and bemburg lining

Student supplies: Neutral colored thread, scissors, pins, point 
turner, seam ripper, small ruler

3026  Anastasia & Sara�na
First Floor, Fair View Club 

  Sat. (#3026C) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Learn to make one of these very easy amazing designs. Anastasia 
has enough beads to make a necklace or bracelet. Sara�na 
makes up to a 10" bracelet. The Czech Twin Two Holes come in 
great colors and are a fascinating shape to work giving these 
bracelets a unique feel. This is a beginner class. The individual 
components also make fabulous earrings! Both designs come 
in a rainbow of colors. You will choose your kit and colors.

$25 kit fee includes: Detailed step-by-step instructions, two 
colors of Czech Twin Two Hole Beads, size 11/0 and 8/0 Seed 
Beads, 6lb. Fireline, Dritz Sew-On Snap, and Beading Needle.

Student supplies: Magni�er or reading glasses if you use them. 
Portable task lighting and extension cord. Beading mat, 
thread snips or scissors, bead scoop. NOTE: Beaders Basics 
Kit available for $5 at beginning of class which includes 
Beading Mat, Thread Snips and a Bead Scoop.

3027  T.A.P. & Hoop Mini Quilt
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall

  Fri. (#3027B) 8:00 - 10:30 am

T.A.P. (Transfer Artist Paper)—you’ve heard about it, now 
experience it! Transfer an image to a piece of cotton fabric and 
then use it as your central design block. Make this adorable 
pieced block with the piecing done all in the embroidery 
hoop. We’ll add some borders, a backing and ‘Voila’! You have 
an adorable gift to give or use yourself! Designs are for use 
in class only but are available for purchase.

$15 kit fee includes: One sheet of TAP. Please email 1-3 pictures 
to Cindy before class—along with your phone number in 
case she needs to contact you—and she will have them 
printed for you to use during class. Or you may use some 
of the TAP images Cindy will have to choose from. These 
are vintage images from postcards and other Victorian 
era memorabilia. We will provide thread to use in class. 
You will also receive batting, borders and backing to 
complete your small wallhanging. Questions? Email Cindy 
(cindylosekamp@gmail.com)

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, scissors for cutting 
larger pieces, thread snips, a few embroidery threads (your 
choice of color, there will be several kits to choose from and 
you can match your threads to the kits), medium rotary mat, 
cutter, and ruler. 18" × 24" or smaller is suitable.
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3028  Fat Quarter Placemats
Viking Classroom, Second Floor, Fair View Club

  Thu. (#3028A) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Come learn this quick and easy method to make placemats 
out of two coordinating fat quarters. The back ends up 
wrapping around to the front so you don’t have to bind it. 
We will have LOTS of fabrics to choose from – batiks, tropical, 
whimsy, geometric and many di�erent holiday fabrics. You 
can also choose to embellish your placemats with iron on 
appliqués, ribbons, or buttons. Great for holiday gift giving!

$15 kit fee includes: Fabrics for front and back of placemats - Sti� 
Interfacing, fabrics and templates for appliqués. 

Student supplies: Scissors, needle, thread, seam ripper, pins, 
marker, clear rulers

3029  Knit Top WOW!
Janome/Simplicity Classroom, Showplex

  Fri. (#3029B) 8:00 - 10:30 am

We are taking a plain knit top to WOW. You will learn an 
exciting new way to use your embroidery designs, it takes 
the guesswork out of placement, plus we will take your 
embellishing to the next level.We will embroider a motif 
on organza, burn away the excess organza, apply crystals 
to the motif. Sew the motif to the neckline then remove the 
fabric from behind it.

$10 kit fee includes: Organza, stabilizer, crystals, thread

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, scissors, pins, black 
knit top

3030  Two for One Hula Lesson
First Floor, Fair View Club

  Thu. (#3030A) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Learn to cut a Hawaiian-style appliqué block with scissors 
so carefully that you get two blocks from one piece of cloth! 
The cloth used is called a "Hand-dyed Hula Hoop" and the 
color radiates from the center out. This is a fused machine 
appliqué project.

$25 kit fee includes: One hand-dyed hula hoop, four 8" × 9" 
sheets of SoftFuse Premium paperbacked web, two 20" × 20" 
squares of prewashed background fabric in choice of black 
or white, two designs, instructions

Student supplies: Small sharp scissors, ultra �ne tip Sharpie. 
Teacher brings additional supplies to use in class as needed.

3031  Quattro Quick Quest Burlap Bag
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall

  Thu. (#3031A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Sat. (#3031C) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

A fun way to experience the latest technology in sewing 
while making a Burlap tote bag. See how to trace a leaf and 
let the machine turn it into a stitch �le for you, so you can 
put it on your bag. Let the camera (built into the machine) 
show you how easy it is to place your embroidery exactly 
where you want it. Don't want to use software to edit your 
designs? Let's do it together, right on the screen of the 
machine. Quick, easy and so much fun! 

$25 kit fee includes: All fabrics, stabilizers, and threads needed 
to complete the project as well as step by step instructions.

Student supplies: Scissors, pins and a tape measure.

3032  Machine Felting
Janome/Simplicity Classroom, Showplex

  Thu. (#3032A) 8:00 - 10:30 am
  Fri. (#3032B) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Sat. (#3032C) 8:00 - 10:30 am

This seminar will include basic knowledge of how to use the 
Simplicity Deluxe Felting machine and how to create felted 
embellishments for apparel. Instruction will also be given on 
making felted accessories by combining �bers with fabrics.

$5 kit fee includes: Kit will include �bers and fabrics to use during the 
class. Use of Simplicity Deluxe Felting Machine during the class.

Student supplies: None

3033  Kumihimo for Beginners
Room J, Centennial Building

  Thu. (#3033A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Kumihimo is an ancient technique now being worked on a 
contemporary version of the Kumihimo braiding disk. Students 
will learn how to set up a Kumihimo disk for an 18" eight cord 
braid necklace. This basic braid will be completed in class and 
all �ndings will be attached. There will be demonstrations of 
how to braid a beaded cord, which resembles bead crochet.

$16 kit fee includes: Instructions, Kumihimo disk, complete set of 
metal �ndings in gold or silver, all cords needed for this project.

Student supplies: Scissors, magni�cation if needed and a special 
pendant if the student wishes to include one in their project

Sheila McKay
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3034  The Art of Tatting
First Floor, Fair View Club

  Thu. (#3034A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Fri. (#3034B) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
  Sun. (#3034D) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Take the time to learn the art of tatting. Fran teaches the 
basics of the tatting stitch, how to read patterns, and 
complete instructions on the use of beads in your design. 
Tatting shuttle and cord will be provided.

No kit fee: Everything is provided (shuttle and cord)

Student supplies: Scissors

3035  Learn to Crochet
Room J, Centennial Building

  Fri. (#3035B) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Hand stitched edge �nishes are making their way back into 
fashion. Crochet is a quick and easy edge �nish that can add 
a bit of whimsy with eyelash yarn or a touch of elegance with 
metallic yarn. Learn the basics of crochet especially hand 
position. Stitches include the chain stitch and single crochet and 
a demonstration using these to edge a variety of fabrics. Tips 
on selecting yarn and preparing the fabric will also be included.

$5 kit fee includes: Full color instruction handout and hand 
position guide, materials to practice with, yarn and Polartec® 
�eece to make two scarves.

Student supplies: Crochet Hook (Size F, G or H; ergonomic 
handle recommended). Glasses for close work as needed.

3036  Kickin' It with Punchneedle
First Floor, Fair View Club

  Sat. (#3036C) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

What is Punchneedle? It is a form of embroidery using a 
hollow needle to create loops of thread on fabric. It creates a 
textured pile surface akin to a miniature version of a hooked 
rug for a Varsity Letter. Only one simple stitch to learn; you 
don’t even have to be super-neat to get a beautiful result. 
This is a great project for all ages! Experience immediate 
success and very addicting!

$20 kit fee includes: The kit includes the pattern design, weavers 
cloth and all the �oss needed to complete the project.

Student supplies: The Ultra-Punch Needle (also sold as Cameo 
Ultra Punch) and No-Slip Punchneedle Hoop

3037  Glam Groceries: Go Green in Style!
First Floor, Fair View Club

  Fri. (#3037B) 8:00 - 10:30 am

As our ecological awareness grows, many shoppers have 
turned to re-usable bags for groceries, a Target run, and 
even a trip to the mall. In this class, you will learn some basic 
embroidery stitches (outline, stem, wheat, chain, lazy daisy, 
backstitch, and French knot) to create fun and whimsical 
designs for a pocket on your very own Glam Grocery bag! 
Complete directions are included to �nish your bag at home, 
and who knows how any more you will make?

$15 kit fee includes: Fabrics (bag & contrasting fabric & straps), 
Coton a Broder for embroidery, needles, directions, pattern.

Student supplies: Fine point washable marker (recommend 
Clover Fine Point washable marker), embroidery scissors, 
pencil for notes, lighting and magni�cation, and needle 
threader if necessary.

3038  Kanzashi: The Art of Fabric Folded 
Flowers for Embellishing

First Floor, Fair View Club
  Thu. (#3038A) 8:00 - 10:30 am
  Sat. (#3038C) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Fran will teach and students will make a Kanzashi Flower of 
their very own…embellishment ready! Learn the art of folding 
fabric to create �owers. This class is a fabulous introduction 
to embellishing tricks and will �ll your mind with many 
project ideas. This class is for those who are scrap-savers 
and all supplies will be provided.

No kit fee: Everthing will be provided

3039  The French Knit Bracelet
First Floor, Fair View Club

  Sun. (#3039D) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Remember your old spool knitter…wooden dowel and 
�nishing nails? We are glamorizing the whole idea up with a 
modern French Knitter, unique threads, and beads resulting 
in fabulous jewelry. Learn the process from beginning to end 
including some great �nishing details. Once you see how 
easy and fun French Knitting is you'll be o� and running 
with great ideas for your next project.

No kit fee kit fee includes: Ribbon, beads, French knitter, bracelet 
closures

Student supplies: Scissors
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3040  Designer Beaded Buttons
Room J, Centennial Building

  Sun. (#3040D) 8:30 - 10:30 am

This class will introduce you to delicate hand beadwork. You 
will learn several couture beading techniques that will be 
incorporated into a unique beaded button. Each participant 
will make three di�erent designer buttons embellished with 
a variety of beads.

$15.00 kit fee includes: Fabric, batting, beading needle, thread, 
a variety of beads, three covered buttons and detailed step 
by step instructions on a variety of beading techniques

Student supplies: Scissors, eyeglasses if needed for close work

3041  Sashiko Drawstring Bag
Fair View Club/Centennial Building

  Fri. (#3041B) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm, First Floor, Fair View Club
  Sat. (#3041C) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm, Room J, Centennial

This simple lined cotton drawstring bag is used for variety of 
occasions in Japan. You can use your bag to carry your sewing 
or Sashiko supplies. Students will learn how to transfer Sashiko 
designs to the fabric and stitch the designs in class. Several 
designs are provided in the kit and use of the instructor's 
stencils for additional designs will be available in class. Handout 
instructions will be given for sewing and completing the bag 
at home. Finished size approximately 8 ½" × 9 ½".

$20 kit fee includes: Includes fabric for bag and lining, drawstring 
cording and beads, sashiko thread and needles, transfer 
paper and sashiko designs.

Student supplies: Scissors for cutting thread, ball point pen, a 
few straight pins and a 1" × 12" ruler.

3042  Totally Terri�c Trims
Baby Lock Classroom, Expo Hall

  Thu. (#3042A) 8:00 - 10:30 am
  Thu. (#3042E) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Have you ever looked for a trim to match a garment, tried to 
�nd something to �nish an edge, or create a special detail? 
You can make your own special trim, detail, etc. with a serger, 
stay tapes, some fabulous threads and some class time. These 
are easy, can be matched easily to your garment, applied by 
machine or hand. See some sample trims, edgings, self-made 
tiny lacey like trims or larger lace like trims, �at trims to �nish 
an edge around a front placket, and more.

$20 kit fee includes: Written instructions, enough of all stay 
tapes to complete the projects, enough threads to complete 
the projects.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3043  Sensational Techniques on Knits 
Using Stay Tapes

Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall
  Sat. (#3043C) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

All the little things you do while sewing with knits can add 
up to a very big di�erence in how professional the �nished 
garment looks. Learn the correct stitches to use on the 
sewing machine and serger. Watch while Emma shows you 
an assortment of di�erent knits and how to make stronger 
shoulder seams, straight side seams, non warped hems on all 
types of knits/stretchy fabrics like stretch laces, tiny pleated 
fabrics, sweater knits, illusions and more. I also have a couple 
of easy �nishes for your necklines.

$25 kit fee includes: Written instructions, twelve di�erent samples 
to be made up and all stay tapes required for the project.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, light color thread, 
75/11 stretch needle

3044  Double-Welt Pocket: 
A “No-Fail” Method

Brother Classroom, Expo Hall
  Fri. (#3044B) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Welt pockets are a sign of a well-tailored garment. Traditional 
methods are cumbersome and complicated. Learn how to 
make welt pockets using the Palmer/Pletsch “No-Fail” method 
and you will never go back to using traditional techniques. 
Sew a sample pocket along with Nancy as she demonstrates 
each step. See di�erent kinds of welt pockets in garments 
to inspire your imagination, including our new pant pattern 
with welt pieces included.

$7 kit fee includes: Interfaced fabric, lining pocket bag, cut out 
welts, pellon backing, threaded hand sewing needle.

Student supplies: Pins, sharp scissors for trimming, seam ripper, 
all purpose neutral color thread, marking pen or pencil

3045  Elegant Retro Tablet Cover
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall

  Sat. (#3045C) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Before there were iPads, Kindles & Android tablets, we used to 
take notes, jot down our ideas, & make grocery lists with a pen & 
notebook. Some might even recall the Steno pad from years gone 
by! In this hands-on class we will make an embroidered tablet 
cover. You’ll learn how we stabilize the fabric and get shimmery 
yet intricate detailed results using silk thread. Computerized 
machine embroidery is going “Old School”—come join the fun!

$23 kit fee includes: Steno pad, pen (closure) pre-cut silk fabrics, 
Hobbs silk batting, stabilizer, printed handout, silk thread to 
use in class with option to purchase. 
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Student supplies: Small scissors for trimming threads and clipping 
fabric, straight pins, temporary marking pen, chopstick (for turning 
corners), hand sewing needle for �nishing closure, 6" or 12" ruler

3046 Spiral Purse
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall
 Thu. (#3046A) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Wow… embroider on a spiral purse?! Without a special foot? 
Without a hoop or special tools? Discover how to create 
elusive, delicate embroidery designs on the spiral purse. You 
will embroider Momo-Dini’s Rosy design on a fascinating and 
beautiful sprial purse. You will learn how to hoop spiral, and 
have a great time learning. Perfect for your jewelry or use 
as a make-up bag. Of course, it will make a lovely gift, too.

$25 kit fee includes: A beautiful spiral purse, Momo-Dini Rosy
embroidery designs, stabilizer, and threads to use while in class.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, scissors, sewing needle, 
white thread, pins.

3047 Zijuan Clouds on Leather-Like 
Placemat

Brother Classroom, Expo Hall
 Fri. (#3047B) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Momo and Dini have created Zijuan Clouds, a unique design 
just for this class project. The Zijuan Clouds pattern is a 
traditional Emperor’s palace embroidery design. It is a richly 
elegant design, which was traditionally sewn on the Emperor’s 
banners and palace decorations. Learn how to embroider on 
a leather-like material, and use a unique new �owing cloud 
pattern that can be embroidered on a leather placemat. 

$25 kit fee includes: An oval-shaped leather-like placemat; 
Momo-Dini Zujuan Clouds Embroidery design, stabilizer, 
threads to use while in class

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3048 Cover Hem Serger Workshop
Baby Lock Classroom, Expo Hall
 Thu. (#3048A) 2:00 - 4:30 pm
 Fri. (#3048B) 8:00 - 10:30 am

The cover hem is a wonderful way to hem knits using a serger, 
but did you ever think of all the other ways you can use this 
versatile stitch? We’ll do a zipper application, a lapped seam, a 
no-facing neckline �nish, an elastic application, and stitch “in 
the round.” Then it’s time for fun! Did you know that you can 
actually “draw” on fabric with a chain stitch? The cover hem is 
a workhorse and a whole new embellishment tool all-in-one!

$25 kit fee includes: Full color handout, fabric, zipper, decorative 
thread, elastic

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

3049  Spectacular Seams!
Viking Classroom, Second Floor, Fair View Club

  Thu. (#3049A) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
  Sat. (#3049C) 8:00 - 10:30 am

Are your seams SPECTACULAR? Give your sewing a whole 
new look with beautifully decorative seams! Be inspired 
with a trunk show of samples as you learn to interpret your 
favorite designs in new ways. In this hands-on class you 
will create a variety of beautiful seaming techniques while 
you build a step-by-step reference notebook to take home.

$15 kit fee includes: All precut fabrics, notions, threads, notebook 
pages and binder.

Student supplies: Sewing scissors, pins, glue stick OR double-stick 
tape for mounting samples.

3050  Cathedral Window Wallhanging
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall

  Fri. (#3050B) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Like a beautiful stained glass window, delicate embroidery 
shines through translucent silk organza in this stunning creation. 
Create your own custom embroidery designs and sew it into 
a framework of silk doupioni single-layer piecework that is 
simply elegant. An embroidery and sewing event not to miss.

$20 kit fee includes: All sewing threads, precut silk fabrics, 
embroidery designs and sewing machine needles for 
completing the project

Student supplies: Thread snips, glue stick, pins

3051  Basic Serger Skills
Baby Lock Classroom, Expo Hall

  Sat. (#3051C) 8:00 - 10:30 am
  Sat. (#3051G) 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
  Sat. (#3051L) 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Learn how to attach ribbing to a neckline, hem a t-shirt, 
insert a sleeve and add a cu�. Using half scale patterns you 
will see how easy it is to construct clothing using basic serger 
construction techniques. Attach elastic to the waistband, 
and add a ru�e to a pant hem. Create a quick and easy tank 
top. All these techniques are quick and simple and can be 
translated to any garment any size.

$25 kit fee includes: Fabric for all three ½ garments

Student supplies: Fabric scissors, thread snips & pins
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Four Needle

Sessions
BABY LOCK BERNINA

WEDNESDAY SUNDAY WEDNESDAY SUNDAY
8:00

to
12:00

4025 Designer Serger Shrug

Susan Zellers & Debi Kuennen-Baker

4026 Modern Quilting on the Serger

Susan Zellers & Debi Kuennen-Baker

8:00
to

12:00

4003 Go Modern Placemats

Debbie Cacciamani

4001 Footware

Susan Beck

1:00
to

5:00

4012 Everything In One 
Serged Placemat

Candice Jewett
No Class

1:00
to

5:00

4004 Modern Quilting

Debbie Cacciamani
No Class

BROTHER JANOME/SIMPLICITY
WEDNESDAY SUNDAY WEDNESDAY SUNDAY

8:00
to

12:00

4005 Lace Making by Machine

Kandi Christian

4011 Double Wedding 
Ring Table Runner

Nancy Goldsworthy

8:00
to

12:00
No Class

4009 Old Favorites In A New Way

Alba Fekete

1:00
to

5:00

4008 Dresden Plate

Michele Crawford
No Class

1:00
to

5:00
No Class No Class

PFAFF VIKING
WEDNESDAY SUNDAY WEDNESDAY SUNDAY

8:00
to

12:00

4017 Fat Quarter Log Cabin

Marti Michell
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4001  Footware
Bernina Classroom, Expo Hall

  Sun. (#4001D) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Confused about presser feet? Learn why there are so many 
presser feet available for today’s sewing machines. No matter 
what type of machine you use, you can improve your sewing, 
get more done, and have more professional-looking results 
if you understand the purposes of presser feet. We’ll look at a 
wide variety of presser feet and attachments, exploring the 
fun techniques they are designed to stitch.

$15 kit fee includes: Assorted fabrics to sew techniques, assorted 
laces, trim, cords, buttons and ribbons as needed for techniques, 
thread, low-loft batting, backing fabric. All presser feet and 
accessories will be provided for use in the class.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, glue stick, 12" × 18" rotary 
cutting mat or smaller, clear ruler to use with mat, rotary cutter

4002  Pattern Design Magic
Classroom 1, Paulhamus Building

  Wed. (#4002X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

You will invent and create designs from basic top and skirt 
patterns, learn to add a new design element to an existing 
pattern, and create a notebook full of great references. Learn 
to do attractive bust darts that �t, change the seams in a 
pattern and add �are or pleats to skirt and pant patterns.

$30 kit fee includes: 30 page instruction booklet by Jan Bones, a set of 
pre-cut top, skirt & pant patterns and a notebook with titled pages 
ready for use in class. Set of French curves and drafting triangle.

Student supplies: Pencil, eraser, one colored pencil (red, blue etc), 
pen,12" ruler (gridded one is best) , good paper scissors, Scotch 
tape (green label type that you can write on with pen or pencil)

4003 Go Modern Placemats
Bernina Classroom, Expo Hall
 Wed. (#4003X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Bring the Modern Quilting craze to the table! We’ll discuss the 
de�nition of modern quilting along with its designs, colors, and 
techniques while making colorful placemats to add cheer to 
your meals. Explore new materials, modern quilting techniques, 
and a sure-�re binding method with easy mitered corners.

$20 kit fee includes: Thread, fabric, and batting for two placemats

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, cutting mat, ruler, and 
rotary cutter. Optional: mini iron, pad

4004 Modern Quilting Start to Finish
Bernina Classroom, Expo Hall
 Wed. (#4004Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Take part in the current trend, the Modern Quilt Movement, while 
stitching up a skinny wall hanging start to �nish. Unleash your 
creative freedom by stepping away from commercial patterns, 
and embrace the improvisational style that is so popular today.

$20 kit fee includes: Strips of coordinating fabrics, 1⁄3 yard backing 
fabric and batting, 3 yards cotton yarn, thread

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

4005 Lace Making by Machine
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall
 Wed. (#4005X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Believe it! You can use any regular sewing machine to make 
beautiful lace. Learn the history of lace making—including 
insertion, edging, Swiss, French, Venetian, Hardanger, cutwork 
lace, and re-embroidered bridal lace—and the many ways to use 
them. Then the magic happens; you’ll create your own beautiful 
lace using a sewing machine. Finally, attach the samples you 
make in class to your book (included) for future reference.

$25 kit fee includes: A copy of Kandi's Book “Lacemaking by 
Machine,” (sells for $35), English netting, 100 percent cotton 
batiste fabric, 100 percent linen fabric, cording, pearls, lace, 
fabric, specialty needles, stabilizer 

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies, white lightweight 
cotton thread, ruler, fabric marking pen, scissors

Susan Beck
Bernina of America

Jan Bones
Lingerie Secrets Patterns

Debbie Cacciamani
Bernina of America

Debbie Cacciamani
Bernina of America

Kandi Christian
Sew Timeless

Four Needle

Sessions
These half-day classes take place on Wednesday & 
Sunday only. They are in-depth learning experiences. 
Most classes have a kit fee payable to the instructor.

4 HOURS
$50* (PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED)

*Registration fee does not include charge for additional materials. Certain classes 
may ask you to bring “general or basic” sewing supplies. This should include: 
scissors (fabric & paper),pins, seam ripper, seam gauge, ruler, measuring tape, 
sewing needles, rotary cutter & mat, chalk, pencil, and anything else that will 
enable you to have a great sewing experience. Optional: mini iron & pad.
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4006  Reverse your Nuno
Classroom 1, Paulhamus Building

  Wed. (#4006Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

In traditional Nuno felting methods, all the �bers are pushed 
through the silk and shrunk into the scarf creating a bonded 
piece. Barbara will teach you how to ‘reverse your Nuno’ by 
laying �bers creatively onto the silk scarf in a lattice pattern, 
which will be rolled to felt the �bers with water and soap 
using the silk as the resist instead of receptor, and peeled 
o� of the silk when �nished. This fun technique will get your 
creative juices soaring and release your inner fashion designer!

$20 kit fee includes: Wool rovings, scarf 

Student supplies: Bubble wrap (small/medium bubbles only) 
12"-14" inches wide × 72" long (can be two pieces duct taped 
together), Palmolive dish washing liquid (green original) 
large spray bottle , foam noodle from pools , cut to 16" long

4007  Fitting & Styling for All Cup Sizes (A to I)
Classroom 2, Paulhamus Building

  Wed. (#4007Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Connie demonstrates the different drapes needed to 
make the various cup sizes (A/B, C/D/DD, F/G and H/I cup), 
shoulders and armholes to create a perfect custom blouse. 
Using your personal measurements and cup sizes, Connie 
will personally �t you in one of her �nished blouse shells. 
Then see how to use this custom blouse pattern to style any 
blouse, vest, dress or jacket and how to interchange various 
pattern pieces from other existing patterns.

$25 kit fee includes: Patterns CS1201 or CS1301, workbook

Student supplies: Scissors for cutting paper, tape, pencil, 
straight ruler

4008  Dresden Plate Table Topper
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall

  Wed. (#4008Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Learn a quick and easy way to make the "points of the blades" of 
a Dresden Plate quilt block. Piece the blades together to make 
the "plate", and then hand appliqué it to wool felt. Appliqué 
a center circle, and then use embroidery �oss and a button 
hole stitch to stitch around the outside edge of the topper

$15 kit fee includes: Pattern, 6" square of template plastic, 15" 
square of ecru wool felt, die cut with curves (backing). One skein 
of putty color embroidery �oss. Needles-sharp (for appliqueing) 
and chenille or embroidery (for embroidery), freezer paper

Student supplies: Twenty 3" × 6" strips of cotton fabric 
(coordinated or scrappy). One 3" square of cotton fabric, 
spool of matching cotton thread (for piecing & applique), 

one Sharpie extra �ne point. Basic sewing supplies - small 
sharp scissors, scissors to cut template plastic, 1" × 6" clear 
ruler, rotary cutter and cutting board

4009 Old Favorites In New Modern Ways
Janome/Simplicity Classroom, Showplex Building
 Sun. (#4009D) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Your favorite quilt blocks are done in a new and exciting 
modern way, they are not pieced but embroidered. The 
blocks are all thread using thread instead of fabric for the 
blocks! A table runner will be made with three embroidered 
blocks, a border, and backing. Kits will be made in a variety 
of colors to choose from.

$10 kit fee includes: CD of quilt designs

Student supplies: Three 12" × 12" base fabrics for embroidery, 
fused fusible Tricot interfacing, three 12" × 12" tear away 
stabilizer squares, two 12" × 16" base fabric, 18" ×WOF (width 
of fabric) backing & border (this will show on the sides and 
ends), all purpose thread for sewing, 3-4 polyester 40 wt. 
embroidery threads to compliment your fabrics, o�-white 
sewing thread, scissors, pins, assortment of embroidery thread

4010 Design Your Own Paper Pieced Star
Classroom 3, Paulhamus Building
 Wed. (#4010Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

In this class we will design and draw your own 6 or 8 point 
star quilt block. It can be large or small, the techniques are 
the same. New quilter or old, this block will shine!

$15 kit fee includes: Two large sheets of grid paper, work book 
with design ideas and quilt ideas

Student supplies: Mechanical pencil, colored pencils or pens, 
18"-24" ruler, paper scissors

4011 Double Wedding Ring Table Runner
Brother Classroom, Expo Hall
 Sun. (#4011D) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Get set for spring with this pastel table runner. Nancy will 
teach you how to make smooth curved seams while you 
stitch up this classic quilt design. Pre-cut pieces make this 
a great project for con�dent beginners and up.

$25 kit fee includes: Pre cut pieces for the project, in colors and 
prints similar to the picture shown. Directions for stitching 
and �nishing. Fabric included for binding.

Student supplies: Light colored thread, thread snips or scissors, 
�ne thin pins, pencil to take notes

Barbara Crawford
Crawford Designs " 

Sewing Made Simple" 
patterns 

Connie Crawford
Fashion Patterns by Coni

Michele Crawford
Flower Box Quilts

Alba Fekete
Janome America

Nancy Goldsworthy
wonder�l Threads

Nancy Goldsworthy
Wonder�l Threads
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4012  Everything in One Serged Placemat
Baby Lock Classroom, Expo Hall

  Wed. (#4012Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

This placemat is perfect for the bu�et table or picnic basket 
and is everything you need in one! The unique pattern features 
deco chain quilting with pockets for a napkin and another for 
utensils. The placemat rolls up, with everything inside, and ties 
into a neat package. Join us to learn deco chainstitch channel 
quilting, serger piecing, a deco coverstitch tie with the belt 
loop binder and a binding technique using fusible thread. 

$20 kit fee includes: Fusible thread, deco thread, batting and all 
of the fabric needed for the placemat top, pockets, napkin, 
ties and backing

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

4013  Crabtastic Table Runner
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall

  Wed. (#4013Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Debbie will help you create this simple table runner from 
Anna Gri�n’s Blend “Crabtastic” Collection which is perfect 
for a summer beach picnic. She demonstrates tips on 
using a quilt pattern template, how to sew “Y” seams and 
numerous binding techniques. The table runner is created 
using Metropolitan Quilt’s “Brussels” pattern. It is an easy 
block to learn and is perfect to make a larger project. It is a 
great pattern if you have a focal fabric or embroidery squares 
which can be centered in the block. 

$25 kit fee includes: Everything for the complete top, binding 
and a full version of the larger quilt pattern

Student supplies: Rotary cutter, ruler, mat, thread, seam ripper, 
general sewing supplies

4014  Sea Treasures, Evening Star or 
Pearlicious Bracelet

Classroom 4, Paulhamus Building
  Wed. (#4014Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Choose one of three great bracelets to make in class. They are 
much easier than they look, a perfect class for beginners and 
advanced beaders alike! They all use the same core technique 
of Right Angle Weave. These designs use beautiful 4mm and 
6mm Glass Pearls, 4mm and 6mm Fire Polish Cyrstals and Size 
11/0, 6/0, 8/0 Seed Beads. There are enough beads to make 
a 9 ½" plus bracelet. You choose your colors in class, they all 
come in a wide variety of color combinations. 

$25 kit fee includes: Detailed step-by-step instructions, 4mm-6mm 
Glass Pearls, 4mm-6mm Fire Polished Crystals, Size 11/0, 8/0, 
6/0 Seed Beads, Snap Clasp, 6lb. Fireline, beading needle

Student supplies: Magni�er or reading glasses if you use them, 
portable task lighting, extension cord, beading mat, thread 
snips or scissors, bead scoop. Note: Beaders Basics Kit available 
for $5 at beginning of class (includes Beading Mat, Thread 
Snips and a Bead Scoop)

4015 Reversible Donut Wrap
Viking Classroom, Fair View Club
 Wed. (#4015X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Never underestimate the power of a donut! This one is made 
of �ber and there’s no calories. Using a donut shape, create a 
wrap with corded piping and binding trim. With these quick 
�nishing touches, you’ll walk out of class with a �nished wrap 
ready to show o� to the other attendees at Expo. Use a belt 
for closure or add a button/decorative pin. The wrap with 
wide collar also looks nice draped open. It’s so much fun to 
wear that no one will believe it’s a donut.

$30 kit fee includes: 1 ¼ yard of two fabrics, 5 ½ yards of 2 ½" 
inch binding, four yards of 1 ½" piping fabric, four yards 
cording, instructions, thread

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies

4016 Spiraling Table Runner
Viking Classroom, Fair View Club
 Sun. (#4016D) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Discover how easy it is to do spiral piecing (it's a strip piecing 
technique). Using just a straight stitch, piece the top, quilt 
the layers, and �nish with binding. Leave the class with a 
�nished table runner ready for your home that looks more 
involved than it really is.

$25 kit fee includes: Cut strips of fabric for piecework, backing, 
binding, batting, quilting thread and instructions.

Student supplies: Basic sewing supplies (beige or gray all purpose 
thread), small scissors, pins. Students may share iron, rotary 
cutter, ruller, and mat

4017 The Extraordinary—Unlike Any 
Other—Fat Quarter Log Cabin Quilt 

Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall
 Wed. (#4017X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Bring four fat quarters; go home with four 13½" Log Cabin 
blocks. Unlike other Log Cabin scrap quilts that feature a di�erent 
fabric in every strip of a block, this Log Cabin quilt depends on 
orderly repetition of fabrics within each block. Learn a great 
method for cutting and sewing that makes these blocks fast 
and, better yet, square. The four blocks you make in class can 
be the start of a big quilt or a very satisfactory wall-hanging, 
approx. 30" square. Bring quality fabrics for best results.

Candice Jewett
Quality Sewing

Debbie Kemp
Metropolitan Quilt

Amy Loh Kupser
i-bead.com

Linda McGehee
Ghee's

Linda McGehee
Ghee's

Marti Michell
Michell Marketing
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$5 kit fee includes: Use of Log Cabin Book and Log Cabin Ruler 
during class (can be applied to purchase, if desired). Student 
takes home a pattern excerpted from book.

Student supplies: Choose four compatible fat quarters using 
value as an integral part of the criteria. These must be fat 
quarters (18" × 21".) There should be: one dark fat quarter 
and one medium value that will alternate on one half of 
the block, one light fat quarter and a second medium value 
fat quarter that will alternate with the light fabric on the 
other half of the block. A �fth fabric (at least 8" square) that 
contrasts with the four fat quarters is needed for the center 
squares. A 45mm rotary cutter with a sharp blade and mat 
(at least 12" × 18"), one acrylic ruler at least 3" × 18", thread 
(if not supplied), personal sewing notions, seam ripper, etc.

4018 Best Look Strategies
Classroom 2, Paulhamus Building
 Wed. (#4018X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Are you ready to take your garments to the next level? Did 
you know that choosing the best style and shape pattern, 
getting the right �t based on your shape, and adding color, 
embellishments, or embroidery in strategic locations can make 
you look taller, thinner, curvier or less curvy—even younger? 
LoriAnne will share her insights, tips, and knowlege so you 
can choose the right styles and embellish your garments in 
�attering ways. In this workshop, you will develop a Personal 
Pro�le Plan based on your shape.

$15 kit fee includes: Pattern, extensive notes, Personal Pro�le Plan

Student supplies: Paper, pen/pencil for taking notes

4019 Couture Hand Beading Techniques
1st Floor, Fair View Club
 Wed. (#4019X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Have you noticed the extensive use of beads on garments? In 
this class you will learn all kinds of unique beading techniques. 
You will work through a workbook of “Embeadery” techniques. 
All fabric embellished samples are placed in the workbook 
for future reference. 

$25 kit fee includes: 40 page instruction manual with detailed 
diagrams and photos, beads, sequins, pearls, oat beads, seed 
beads, bugle beads in a variety of sizes and colors, beading 
needles and thread, fabric and lace swatches for doing 
beading techniques. These samples go into the instruction 
manual for future reference.

Student supplies: Scissors, eyeglasses if needed for close work

4020  Machine Beading & Surface 
Embellishing Techniques

Viking Classroom, Fair View Club
  Wed. (#4020Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Although it sounds impossible to do beadwork using your sewing 
machine, this exciting machine beading technique will show you 
another creative use for your machine. Machine beading can be 
done using any home sewing machine, and requires no special 
feet or attachments and beads can be attached to any fabric or 
lace. Learn how to use beads, sequins, oat beads, crystals and 
decorative threads to enhance any garment or quilted project. 

$25 kit fee includes: 55 page technique workbook, spool of Wonder�l 
Invisil thread, Bead Pak (sequins, pearles, oat beads, seed beads, 
and a variet of sized bugle beads)., fabric and lace swatches for 
beading techniques (these samples will go into workbook)

Student supplies: One package of 60/8 or 70/10 machine 
needles,scissors. Optional: glasses for close up work, extension cord

4021  Make It Today! Wear It Tonight! 
Classroom 3, Paulhamus Building

  Wed. (#4021X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Learn to draft, �t, and construct a bias-cut skirt any length you 
choose that can be put together in as little as 45 minutes. It 
is �irty, swingy, and oh-so-�attering. Each student will leave 
class with a skirt pattern that they adjust to �t themselves and 
the formula to adjust any future skirt pattern too! Learn to cut, 
seam, and hem bias using a machine hemming technique 
that is used in couture sewing and a waist �nish technique 
that inserts elastic and sews a waist casing, all in one step.

$20 kit fee includes: includes instruction booklet, pattern and 
a pack of 12 drafting pens in di�erent colors.

Student supplies: 3⁄8" elastic tape measure, scissors, paper, glue 
stick. (Optional) French Curve Ruler, 1⁄8" grid see-thru ruler. I 
will have extra long French Curve Rulers and 1⁄8” grid × 2" × 
24" rulers especially good for skirt drafting available at class.

4022  The Yoga Pant
Classroom 4, Paulhamus Building

  Wed. (#4022X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Peggy has made up all the sizes. Come try your size on, and 
then make the necessary adjustments on your pattern right 
in class. We will use pattern #3400, the yoga pant and you 
will be thrilled at the results.

$14 kit fee includes: #3400 Three Piece Yoga Pant pattern

Student supplies: Pencil and french curve (if students do not 
have one, extras will be available for use in the class).

LoriAnne Reeves
Textile Transformations

Cindy Rowell
Wonder�l Speciality 

Threads

Cindy Rowell
Wonder�l Speciality 

Threads

Kathy Ruddy
kathyruddy.com

Peggy Sagers
Silhouette Patterns
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4023  Customizing Embroidery Designs 
with Embrilliance

1st Floor, Fair View Club
  Wed. (#4023Z) 1:00 - 5:00 pm

This is a hands-on software class using Embrilliance Essentials 
customizing software. It is super easy budget priced machine 
embroidery software that contains the “essential” functions 
most machine embroiderers want. The best part is, BOTH 
Windows and Mac owners can use the same program and 
take this class! If you feel intimidated by machine embroidery 
software or are looking for a program that you can grow with, 
come invest four hours with Lisa Shaw and see how much 
we can do and have some fun at the same time. 

$10 kit fee includes: CD containing designs to be used in class, 
class notes in PDF format, $10 coupon to be used on purchases 
in the Bubbles Menagerie booth, 

Student supplies: Laptop computer with external mouse, 
available USB port or CD drive, and mouse pad. Windows 7/8 
or Mac OSX preferred. Please remember your power supply 
with cables ( a surge protector is always handy). Borrowing 
a laptop? Please have the owner run you through how to 
turn it on (etc) before you come to class :-)

4024  Stained Glass in Silk
Pfa� Classroom, Expo Hall

  Sun. (#4024D) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Design and sew a beautifully sheer silk wall-hanging as you 
explore Pojagi piecework. Combining the simple Disappearing 
9 Patch design with lovely hand dyed silk organza creates a 
wonderful "stained glass" e�ect that is anything but ordinary! 
A special seaming technique makes it all possible. Your 
creation will be a unique interplay of color and light - glorious!

$20 kit fee includes: All hand dyed silk, silk thread, Microtex 
needles, use of any specialty tools provided by instructor.

Student supplies: Sharp scissors, rotary cutter, 18" × 22" cutting 
mat (may share), quilting ruler, pins, seam ripper

4025  Designer Serger Shrug
Baby Lock Classroom, Expo Hall

  Wed. (#4025X) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

See how easy it is to turn a plain piece of fabric into a designer 
shrug using the serger and decorative threads. The �rst step in 
this fantastic project is to create a one-of-a-kind piece of fabric 
using the chain and cover stitch and decorative threads. Next 
is to learn how to create the shrug with a few simple seams 
and hems. The �nal step; slip on your new shrug and admire!

$20 kit fee includes: Fabric for shrug & decorative threads

Student supplies: Fabric scissors, thread snips & pins

4026  Modern Quilting on the Serger
Baby Lock Classroom, Expo Hall

  Sun. (#4026D) 8:00 am - 12:00 noon

Learn how to adapt quilt designs from the “Modern Quilt Movement” 
using the serger. From piecing to quilting all the techniques to 
create this “Modern” block are done on the serger. Add a zipper 
and piping and you have an addition to your room décor.

$20 kit fee includes: Fabric, batting, zipper, piping, backing 
and quilting thread

Student supplies: Fabric scissors, thread snips & pins

Lisa Shaw
Bubbles Menagerie

Katrina Walker
Katrina Walker / SVP 

Worldwide

Susan Zellers &  
Debi Kuennen-Baker
Baby Lock

Susan Zellers &  
Debi Kuennen-Baker
Baby Lock
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ASG In The Spotlight
Jean Archer, American Sewing Guild

  Sat. 10:30 am

Once again, the American Sewing Guild is 
showcasing the myriad talents of its thousands 
of members. You will see everything from lovely 
garments for adults and children to quilts and 
accessories; many ASG members also knit and 
crochet. Last year featured participants from the 
local chapter as well as members from Oregon, 
California, and the East Coast. There will de�nitely 
be something for everyone at this show.

ezUP Table: The Name Says It All!
Robert Cannell, ezUP Tables

  Thurs., Sat. 1:30 pm
  Fri. Only 4:30 pm

If you have been looking for the ideal cutting table that 
is lightweight, but strong, can be put up and taken 
down quickly, easily stored when company is coming, 
you have to come to Robert's informative presentation.

Making Memories with Fabric 
Stephanie Kleinman, Fabric Studio

  Thur. 10:30 am
  Fri., Sun. 8:30 am

Discover how easy it is to simply add a photo to 
your project and create your own unique memories. 
Combining photos and fabric is always a big hit 
with everyone. All you need to get started are 
Inkjet Printable Fabric Sheets and a little creativity!

The possibilities are truly endless! From a simple 
Christmas stocking highlighting your favorite photos 
of your children, to a multi-photo quilt featuring 
the birth of your �rst grandchild. 

Tips on Buying a New Sewing, 
Quilting Or Embroidery Machine
Carmen LaPonte, Quality Sewing & Vacuum
 Thurs., Sat. 12:30pm
 Fri., Sun. 9:30 am

There are so many new sewing, quilting and 
embroidery machines on the market today. Where do 
you start when you know you want a new machine 
but you are not sure what you want the machine 
to do? The options in new sewing machines can be 
overwhelming. Join Carmen LaPonte from Quality 
Sewing Centers as she shares tips on what to look 
for in a new machine and how to decide if the 
machine is right for you. Plus learn about the many 
new features on sewing machines today and how 
they can make your sewing easier and more fun. 

Sew Many Options for Travel 
Marsha McClintock, SAF-T-POCKETS Patterns
 Thur., Sat. 11:30 am

Is your �rst thought when planning a trip “What am 
I going to wear?” See a wardrobe of interchangeable 
pieces you can wear for a week to a month. 
Discover styles, fabrics and colors that are the best 
travelers. Learn how to add pockets for security, 
see reversible clothes at that maximize versatility 
and accessories to pull it all together. Then see it 
all packed in one carry-on suitcase. 

What is Wrong with 
My Sewing Table?
Ed Moore, Tacony Corporation
 Thur., Sat. 9:30 am
 Fri., Sun. 12:30 pm

Pain in your neck and projects not getting done, 
can all be symptoms that your cabinetry does not 
�t you. Come learn how much more enjoyable and 
productive your sewing experience will be with 
furniture that is customized for you.

The Mix and Match Modern/
Vintage Wardrobe
Laura Nash, Sew Chic Pattern Co.

  Thur., Sat. 8:30 am
  Fri only 3:30 pm

Learn how to multiply your wardrobe looks by swapping 
pattern pieces! Old to new, or new to old, add, subtract, 
or switch brands. In this trunk show you’ll discover the 
rules for what to mix and how to match, along with 
clever tricks that will help guarantee success. 

Simply Our Best…Quick and Easy
Peggy Sagers, Silhouette Patterns

  Thur., Sat. 4:30 pm
  Fri., Sun. 1:30 pm

Silhouette Patterns are quick and easy to sew and 
just �t terri�c. Come see how diverse and applicable 
they can be to your lifestyle as we take just a few 
patterns and make a whole wardrobe. Come join us!

Thread Fun and Facts
Suzy Seed, Sulky of America

  Thur., Sat. 2:30 pm 
  Fri., Sun. 11:30 am

Discover the fun facts of thread manipulation to 
create fabric, ear rings, scarves and trims. With a 
few twists and turns we can create so many things 
without leaving the machine. Decorative stitches 
stacked to create trims and top stitching in metallic 
or rayon using two threads through the needle. You 
will learn Fun Facts to take home and create with.

Sleepover Party for the 18" Doll
Nadeen Ward, Dolls R Sew Fun

  Thur., Sat. 3:30 pm
  Fri., Sun. 10:30 am

Com and see the trunk show right out of the new 
book Sleepover Party. See models wearing all of the 
garments made from this book and get hints on how 
to make these sleepwear and casual clothes for the 
18" doll, including panties. You will be the �rst to see 
this as it won't be released until Sew Expo.

Gift in a Gift
Linda Winner, Martelli Enterprises

  Fri., Sun. 2:30 pm

We all struggle over �nding that perfect gift when 
really what they want is money! So why not give that 
gift card or cold, hard cash in a clever way? Come see 
several ways to give a 'gift in a gift'. You still get to be 
creative and they still get the cash; everyone's happy!

Free

Stage
Centrally located in the Showplex, grab 
a seat and enjoy a variety of topics.

45 MINUTES
FREE WITH EXPO ADMISSION
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Distinctive Styles & 
Delightful Details 
Louise Cutting & Linda Lee
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Thu., Fri., Sat. 10:30 - 11:15 am

Longtime friends and industry insiders, Louise 
and Linda design modern, trend-appropriate 
patterns for their own independent companies. 
They produce patterns that are young in spirit with 
realistic �t making them ageless and sophisticated 
and very wearable. Using contemporary fabrics 
from casual to elegant, you will �nd touches of 
classic to decidedly chic, all with a fun fashion edge 
and sassy attitude. The Cutting Line Designs and 
Sewing Workshop customer is an independent 
creative woman who wants her clothes to express 
her character and personality through inventive 
styling, while having fun learning the best technical 
skills from these two pros.

Spring Forward with Simplicity
Deborah Kreiling
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Fri. 9:30 - 10:15 am
  Sat. 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Get inspired by the latest fashions from Simplicity. 
See the newest collections on the runway sewn in 
fabulous fabrics.

Folkwear: Unique Patterns 
with Timeless Style
Kate Mathews
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Thurs. 2:30 - 3:15 pm
  Fri. 3:30 - 4:15 pm

Since the 1970s, Folkwear patterns have o�ered 
inspiration to those interested in vintage fashion, 
ethnic costume, wearable art, and creative everyday 
wear...from Japanese Kimono to Rosie the Riveter, 
Vietnamese Ao Dai to Vintage Bathing Costume, 
and more. Featured will be some of Folkwear’s 
beautiful original garments that the patterns were 
taken from, as well as practical examples of the 
patterns made for daily life.

Fashion Trends for 2014 
Vogue, Butterick, McCall’s, & 
Kwik Sew Patterns & Best of 
Palmer/Pletsch Sewing Tips
Pati Palmer, Marta Alto & Nancy Seifert
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Thurs., Fri., Sat. 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

See up-to-the-minute trends as pattern companies 
are spot-on with  ready-to-wear. With sewing, you 
won’t be in a cookie cutter look and your clothes 
will also �t YOUR body shape. Pati will comment 
on the trends and give tips for �tting and sewing 
these garments. Marta models her interpretations 
of Palmer/Pletsch McCall’s designs. Don’t miss 
the exciting spring reveal and start your machine 
motors purring!

Designs by LoriAnne: Sewer, 
Sewist and Wearable Artist
LoriAnne Reeves
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Thurs. 1:30 - 2:15 pm
  Fri. 2:30 - 3:15 pm

Come see the fun and fashionable garments that 
are designed and customized for a woman’s shape, 
comfort and �t using the pattern line from Textile 
Transformations Designs by LoriAnne. You will see a 
sampling of the same pattern made up for di�erent 
body shapes (triangle, oval, rectangle, etc.) to create 
your best look to enhance your body shape! Be 
inspired to create a wardrobe full of fashions that 
�t your body and lifestyle!

Vogue & Butterick's 
Creative Closet
Marcy Tilton and Katherine Tilton
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Thurs. 9:30 - 10:15 am
  Fri. 1:30 - 2:15 pm
  Sat. 9:30 - 10:15 am

See the latest interpretations of  ‘everyday couture’ 
from Marcy and Katherine’s closets. Other Vogue 
and Butterick  designers join them to inspire and 
ignite your stitching creativity.

The 4-H Best in Show 
Fashion Show
Laura Mendoza, State Fashion  

Revue Superintendent
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Sat. 12:30 - 1:15 pm

Come and celebrate the award winning garments 
created by 4-H youth from across Washington 
State! Each �nalist prepares his/her commentary 
that describes their garment’s construction details, 
fabric, color, and accessories—as well as sharing new 
learning experiences. The 4-H Fashion Revue is a 
Youth-In-Action project and is a learning experience 
for youth to acquire skills and knowledge of clothing 
and textiles, construction, and consumerism. 

Two Chics n Stitches
Linda McGehee and Judy Kessinger
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion

  Fri. 12:30 - 1:15 pm
  Sat. 2:30 - 3:15 pm

Watch this dynamic duo unzip their bag of tricks. Sit 
back and enjoy learning the tips that make sewing 
and creating fun again while viewing garments 
and accessories that are a joy to wear. There’s no 
telling what’s up their sleeves!

Style

Shows
These 45 minute style shows bring an 
array of fashion and design. Come be 
inspired by these talented designers.

45 MINUTES
FREE WITH EXPO ADMISSION



1 Source Publications
A Quilter’s Dream
A Quilting Roadshow
AllAboutBlanks.com
Alto’s-QuiltCut2 Fabric 

Cutting System
American Sewing Guild
Babylock USA
Barb’s Elegant Designs
Barbara Willis Designs
Bear Thread Design
Bear Wear Patterns
Bee Unique Designs
Bernina of America
Billie’s Designer Fabrics
Birch Street Clothing
Bird Brain Design
Bobbie G Designs
Bo-Nash (North America)
BravoBella 
Bullard Designs
ByAnnie.com/Patterns 

by Annie
Byrds Nest Quilting
Calico Country, Lynden WA
Calico Threads
Carol’s Zoo
Carriage Country Quilts
Crawford Designs
Creations Unlimited
Creative Feet
Creative Textile Zone
Custom Keepsakes 

Machine Embroidery
Cutting Corners, Inc.
Dakota Collectibles
Dana Marie Design Co.
Diane Ericson Design
Dolls R SEW Fun
Dutch Quilter
Elna
Fabric D’eva

Fabric Studio
Fashion Patterns By Coni
Fashion Supplies Inc.
Faux Chenille
Fibers Etc
Fine European Textiles/

Sultan’s Fine Fabrics
Fine French Laces
FitNice
Flair Designs
Flower Box Quilt
Flynn Quilt 
Frame Co.
G & I Designs (Fasturn)
G & P Trading
Gail Patrice Design
Glitz & Glamour
Great Copy Patterns
Great Yarns
Hancock Fabrics
Hancy Mfg Co.
Heartway International
Heirloom Stitches
Helen Gibb Ribbons
Hirsch International
Hofmann Originals
Home Fashions U
Indonesian Batiks
Island Quilter
i-stitch.com/i-bead.com
Janome
JJ Handworks/Pavelka Design
Juki America
Just Imagination
Kai Scissors
Kaleidoscope Collections, LLC
Kathyruddy.com
Koala Studios
Labours of Love
Lakadaisies
Lantern Moon
Laura Murray Designs

Leilani Arts
LH Enterprises/Two 

Each Tape Co
Linda Kubik
Lingerie Secrets
Little Windows ® Brilliant Resin
Longbranch Fiber Farm
Loralie Designs
Lumenaris
Makers’ Mercantile
Marbled Arts
Marcytilton.com
Martelli Enterprises
Mary Jo Hiney Designs
Material Things
McKay Manor Musers
MeasureMatic
Metropolitan Quilts
Momo-Dini Embroidery Art
Michell Marketing Inc.
More The Merrier Designs
My Fair Lady
Nancy Nix-Rice Wardrobe 

Consulting
Nancy’s Sewing Basket
Nature’s Footprint
On The Surface
Paci�c Fabrics
Palmer/Pletsch
Pendleton Woolen Mills
Perfect Borders.com
Pieceful Designs
Pincushion Boutique
Professional Sewing Supplies
Quality Sewing
Quality Sewing/Jenny Haskins
Quick Points Ruler
Quilt Gallery
Quilt In A Day
Quilted Trillium
Quiltsmart, Inc.
QuiltWorks/Beads & Beyond
Reet’s Rags To Stitches
Renaissance Flowers
Rochelle’s Fine Fabric 

& Quilting
Saf-T-Pockets
Sara’s Bloom
Sew Artfully Yours

Sew Bubbles
Sew Cherished
Sew Chic Pattern Co.
Sew It Up
Sew Timeless
Sew N Go
Sew Wonderful Dreams
Sewing Machine Service Co.
SewKeysE by Emma 

Seabrooke
Shades Textiles
Shibori Dragon
Silhouette Patterns
Simplicity Creative Group
Sisterhood of Quilters
Sisters In Stitches
Starr Fabrics
Stitches In Time Antiques
Sudberry House
Sue’s Sparklers
Sue’s Studs & Stencils
Sulky of America
Superior Threads
The Decorating Diva
The Junk Jeans People
The McCall Pattern Co.
The Pine Needle
The Quilt Barn
The Quilting Loft
The Sewing Workshop
The Stitchin’ Post
The Wool House
TreadleArt Inc
Treasures of the Gypsy
Trims on Wheels
TSC Designs
UnBiased Fabrics
Vaune
Viking Sewing & Vacuum/

Sylvia Furniture
Vogue Fabrics
Whims Watercolor Quilts
Wild Ginger Software Inc.
Winline Textile Products
WonderFil Specialty Threads
Wooden Spool Designs
Wynwoods Gallery & Studio
Yarn�owers by Sweaterkits
Zundt Designs 
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From the loud and chaotic world of the 

music industry to the serene and comforting 

world of quilting Tula Pink’s journey has been 

anything but a straight line. Take a peek 

behind the curtain of Tula Pink’s imaginary 

universe full of color, critters (not the real 

kind), fabric, design, sewing, quilting and 

much much more. “If I can’t get a chuckle 

out of something, I’m not that interested” 

says Tula. Come join us for the full sensory 

Tula Pink experience! Learn more about 

Tula by visiting her website: tulapink.com!

2014 Pillowcase Patrol
As a part of the 1 Million Pillowcase Project, 

the Sewing & Stitchery Expo will be a 

collection point (all four days) for handmade 

pillowcases. Go to your stash—use your 

imagination—sew, embroider, CREATE 

cheerful pillowcases for the children who 

are undergoing treatment at Mary Bridge 

Children’s Hospital. Look for more information 

on our website, www.sewexpo.com.

Where were you November 3 and 4, 1984? At the very � rst Sewing & Stitchery Expo? Thirty years 

later, see how many of Nancy’s Expo � ashbacks you remember. Ever wonder how the sewing 

“celebrities” got their start? Where their ideas came from or how those ideas turned into companies, 

books, and television programs? What happens behind the scenes of those television sewing 

shows? How did puppets start Nancy’s sewing career? And who is Shirley?

Nancy can’t speak without teaching, so of course there’ll be � eece tips and tidbits sprinkled 

throughout the evening.  She’ll share some of her favorite techniques that (amazingly) are not 

“for � eece only”. After a full day of Expo shopping and seminars, sit back, rest your feet, and join 

Nancy for a fun-� lled evening of memories.

A big thank you to Baby Lock for sponsoring this event.

American Patchwork & Quilting® 

is excited to announce that the 

1 Million Pillowcase Challenge 

will be a part of the Sewing & 

Stitchery Expo in 2014! Join the 

editors and staff members of 

American Patchwork & Quilting 

magazine to make a pillowcase and 

make a di� erence for the children being treated at Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital. Everything 

needed to make the pillowcases will be available for FREE!  Stop by the Showplex and use your 

sewing skills to help a good cause. Can’t stay to make a pillowcase? Drop o�  your completed 

pillowcases to add to the total!

American Patchwork & Quilting magazine is challenging quilters, crafters, and sewers across 

the country to make a di� erence as part of the One Million Pillowcase Challenge. The 

challenge encourages sewing enthusiasts to help the magazine reach the goal of making 

and donating one million pillowcases to local charities. To � nd out how you can help, visit 

www.AllPeopleQuilt.com/millionpillowcases.

Friday Night

Live!
After six years of retirement, we lured 

her back to Expo! Join Nancy Cornwell 

as she travels down memory lane 

reminiscing about the “good old days”, 

wandering the many paths that led her 

to become the “Polar Princess”.

FRIDAY, 6:30 PM
$25.00

Quilters Night

Out
Who is Tula Pink? Known for her “out of the 

box” quilting style, Tula is a dynamic young 

designer who is lots of fun!

SATURDAY, 6:30 PM
$25.00
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OFFICE USE ONLY:

One Needle Seminars (Daily Admission Ticket Required)

DO NOT WRITE IN SHADED BOXES. Please indicate your seminar choices below using 
the ID NUMBERS provided in the seminar descriptions, indicating your preferred 
time. Please list a minimum of TWO (2) alternate choices.

TIME THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
8:30 am

9:30 am

10:30 am

11:30 am

12:30 pm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:30 pm

ALT. #1

ALT. #2

#  SEMINARS × $5 EACH = $

Two Needle Seminars (Daily Admission Ticket Required)

TIME THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
8:30 am

10:30 am

12:30 pm

2:30 pm

ALT. #1

#  SEMINARS × $20 EACH = $

My class may be changed or rearranged to accommodate my � rst choices:

 No  Yes, with the following restrictions: _________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Three Needle Seminars (Daily Admission Ticket Required)

TIME THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
8:00 am

11:00 am

2:00 pm

ALT. #1

#  SEMINARS × $30 EACH = $

Four Needle Seminars (Wednesday & Sunday)

TIME WEDNESDAY SUNDAY NO ADMISSION 
TICKET NEEDED

 (WEDNESDAY ONLY)
8:00 am

1:00 pm

#  SEMINARS × $50 EACH = $

General Daily Admission
GOOD FOR ONE (1) DAY ONLY:

EXHIBITS, STYLE SHOWS, AND DEMO AREAS

#  ADMISSION TICKETS × $10 EACH = $

One Needle Seminars  × $ 5

Two Needle Seminars  × $20

Three Needle Seminars  × $30

Four Needle Seminars  × $50

Friday Night Live  × $25 $

Quilter’s Night Out!  × $25 $

Processing & Handling $ + 4.00

Amount Due (Grand Total of Lines Above) $

Payment by: Credit Card
Check

Expo

Registration
Seminar Pricing
One Needle $5 45 minutes

Two Needle $20 1 ½ hours

Three Needle $30 2 ½ hours

Four Needle $50 4 hours

For more information or to register: 866-554-8559 or www.sewexpo.com 41
 facebook.com/sewexpo  pinterest.com/sewexpo  twitter.com/sewstitchexpo

The Sewing & Stitchery Expo is held annually at the Washington State 
Fair and Events Center in Puyallup, Washington. The fairgrounds are 
located approximately 37 miles south of Seattle (29 miles south of the 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport) and ten miles east of Tacoma.
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30
Celebrating

years

Pamela LeggettNancy Zieman The Tilton SistersMarti Michell Linda Lee Pati Palmer
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Featuring sessions by…

FEBRUARY 27 – MARCH 2, 2014
Washington State Fair and Events Center

110 Ninth Avenue SW, Puyallup, WA 98371

February 27 – March 2, 2014  For more information or to register: 866-554-8559 or www.sewexpo.com

Ticket Ordering Information
  Use the registration form on the next page, download additional forms from 

www.sewexpo.com, or register online. Photocopied forms are also acceptable.

  General admission ticket is required to attend the Expo each day ($10 through 
attached registration form or $12 at the door). Children 10 and under are free. 
Tickets may be purchased at select fabric stores (see list at www.sewexpo.com).

  Include two alternate seminar choices for each day. Every attempt will be 
made to accommodate your � rst choice(s).

  No refunds will be made for lost, forgotten, unused or stolen tickets. A $2 
fee will be charged per seminar for ticket replacement.

  It may take up to three weeks to process your tickets.

ADA Information
  Persons with disabilities who need assistance should call WSU’s Conference 

Management at 253-445-4629 as soon as possible. Requests must be made 
at least two weeks prior to show.

Hotel Information
For information on area hotels, call the Puyallup Chamber of Commerce: 
253-845-6755, or the Tacoma Visitor and Convention Bureau: 253-627-2836. For a 
listing of local hotels visit www.sewexpo.com, or traveltacoma.com.

RV Parking
RV parking is available at the Washington State Fairgrounds. Call 253-845-1771 
for more information.

Ticket Outlets
Admission tickets may be purchased at the following fabric stores. For the 
most up-to-late list of stores, visit www.sewexpo.com.

Calico Country (Lynden WA)
Fabric Etc. (Bellingham WA)
Fabric Depot (Portland OR)
Karen’s Quilt Shop (Sequim WA)
Montavilla Sewing Centers (OR)
Quilters Junction (Centralia WA)
Quiltworks Northwest (Bellevue WA)
Rochelle’s Fine Fabrics (Port 

Orchard WA)

Sewing Machine Service Co/
Bernina of Renton (Renton WA)

South Sound Sewing & Vacuum 
(Olympia WA)

The Quilt Barn (Puyallup WA)
Hancock Fabrics (selected 

locations)
Paci� c Fabrics
Quality Sewing 

Personal Information
Orders mailed separately cannot be coordinated. 

Please print clearly.

Name:
 LAST FIRST MI

Address:

City:

State/Province: ZIP:

New Address?  Yes  No New E-mail?  Yes  No

Day time/Cell Phone:

E-mail:

ADA accommodations required?    

If yes, please explain:

Payment Information
Credit/Debit Card (preferred)

 Visa    Mastercard   Debit

Card Number:

Exp. Date: / Security Code:

Name on card:

Check #                               $                                        

  Make checks payable to Washington State University

PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH

N
am

e:

Expo

Registration

Mail this form to:

Sewing & Stitchery Expo
PO Box 11243

Tacoma, WA 98411-0243
All orders add $4.00 handling. NOTE: Orders postmarked 

after February 14, 2014 will be returned.

In my wildest imagination, I would never have guessed in 1984 
that the Sewing and Stitchery Expo would evolve into one of 
the greatest sewing shows ever. Now thirty years later, thanks 
to the enthusiasm and generosity of our vendors, speakers, 
volunteers, and sponsors, we remain the once-a-year opportunity 
for sewing and needlework enthusiasts to share their creativity 
with the best in the industry. Although many who come still 
cannot pronounce “Puyallup” (PEW-all-up), they know it is the 
place to be the last weekend of February.

So this—our thirtieth year—will be another great experience 
for all of you to see the latest ideas, the best speakers, the newest 
products, and share the love of sewing with your friends. And we 
have a great line-up of special events for you to take part in including 
the American Patchwork and Quilting One Million Pillowcase 
Challenge, sponsored by Better Homes and Gardens and their 
a�  liates. There will be a booth in the Showplex Building where 
all materials and equipment will be provided for you to make a 
pillowcase for Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital. We also hope you 
will bring your newly made pillowcases as in previous years as well.

Friday Night Live, sponsored by Baby Lock, will bring back one 
of our most popular speakers ever, Nancy Cornwell, the “Polar 
Fleece Princess”. Nancy is a well-known Northwest sewing icon, 
author of six books, fabric designer, and teacher. She says she is 
sewing more sequins these days than � eece, so it will be great 

fun to see what is up her sleeve now as she entertains us. Nancy 
will bring her talents and humor to the stage Friday night and 
Baby Lock will again make the evening worthwhile for all to 
see. This show will sell out early, so register soon.

For all you quilters, we have the world renowned quilter Tula 
Pink as our headliner for Quilters Night Out on Saturday, 
sponsored by Bernina, Quiltworks Northwest and Bernina of 
Renton. Tula is known for her “out-of-the-box” quilting style, 
quilting patterns and contemporary quilting techniques. On 
Saturday evening, Tula will share her world of quilting on 
stage. Whether you are an inspiring fabric designer, beginning 
or experienced quilter, or just a quilting lover, this is a seminar 
you will not want to miss.

Both Nancy Cornwell and Tula Pink will be teaching Two Needle 
classes. Nancy is scheduled to teach Saturday and Sunday, “6-in-1 
Chenille Crusher Hat and Scarf“. On Sunday morning, Tula will 
teach a two “Form Function & Imagination”. These seminars 
have limited seating, so get your tickets early.

Nancy Zieman will be back for our celebration and she will 
be teaching and debut her latest book, “Seams Unlikely”, an 
inspiring autobiography. Hear the story of her life growing up in 
Wisconsin. Nancy will share the details of her battle with Bell’s 
palsy, how her love of sewing began, and her unlikely TV journey.

There are a host of new speakers and your favorites including 
Carol Steinbrecher, Joe Vecchiarelli, LoriAnne Reeves, 
Nannette Holmberg, Lorraine Henry, Jan Bones, Pati 
Palmer, Eleanor Burns and Katrina Walker. See Threads 
Magazine stars such as Linda Lee, Louise Cutting and Connie 
Crawford. New style shows will grace our scene including 
Folkwear, LoriAnne Reeves, and Linda McGhee. You will be 
amazed at the new vendors that are bringing some fabulous 
� nds to the Expo as well.

The Expo promises to have the latest the sewing industry has to 
o� er, so bring your friends and share the good time together. If 
you are a newcomer, we send an extra special welcome to you. To 
keep updated please visit our website www.sewexpo.com and 
Facebook. Sign up on our website to receive our online newsletter, 
see speaker bios, vendor lists, hotel information, and more.

Come and celebrate thirty years 
with us, we don’t want to do it 
without you!

Joanne Ross, Director
Sewing & Stitchery Expo

Conference Management
2606 West Pioneer
Puyallup, WA 98371-4998




